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Abstract 

Due to their volatile behavior, natural disasters are challenging problems that often cannot be 

accurately predicted. An efficient method to gather updated information of the status of a 

disaster, such as the location of any trapped survivors, is extremely important to properly 

conduct rescue operations. To accomplish this, an algorithm is presented to control a swarm of 

UAVs and optimize the value of the information gathered by this swarm. With sensor technology 

embedded, this swarm collects information from the environment as it navigates with a 

decentralized control method. By using the swarm's location history, areas of the environment 

with the highest probability of containing unidentified survivors can be prioritized, ensuring an 

efficient search. Measures are also developed to prevent redundant exploration, which would 

reduce the value of the information gathered. A case study of the Puerto Rico floods in 2017 is 

examined and simulated for validation. Through this approach, the value of the proposed swarm 

algorithm can be tested by tracking the number of survivors found as well as the rate at which 

they are discovered. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction/Motivation 

This thesis presents a framework for an alternative approach towards natural disaster 

response. Current protocol is heavily driven by human decisions and verbal communication 

between search and rescue teams, which leaves significant potential for error. The automation of 

the information-gathering process during natural disasters is a necessary step to minimize the loss 

of human life in these undesirable circumstances. This chapter begins with a brief overview of the 

problem and its severity to highlight the urgency of the situation. From here, two research 

questions are proposed and the thesis outline is stated. 

1.1 - Disaster Fallout 

Natural disasters are a problem that affect millions of people every year. Since 1990, over 

2 million people have died from official natural disasters, with another 1.6 billion affected [1]. 

These trends can be seen in Figure 1, where ( aside from a string of floods in 2002) the frequency 

of events is marginally consistent. 
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Figure 1: The Breadth ofNatural Disasters [1} 
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The United States currently recognizes ten official natural disaster categories: drought, 

earthquake, extreme heat, floods, hurricanes, snow and ice, tornadoes, tsunamis, volcanoes, and 

wildfires [2]. Although it is impossible to prevent natural disasters from occurring, it is entirely 

plausible to minimize the loss of life through the use of engineering optimization principles. 

Although there are various threats presented by different natural disasters, much of the harm to 

humans is common between them. This includes physical injuries, lack ofaccess to food and water, 

and lack of access to immediate medical care, among other factors [3] . It is important to note that 

while not all areas experience the same disasters in frequency or type, there is a dramatic difference 

in mortality rates based on their access to these necessities. The United States, for example 

experiences upwards of 20 disasters yearly, which is the highest of all countries, yet the mortality 

rate per disaster is one of the lowest [ 4]. This only highlights the importance of the response and 

preparation that surrounds a disaster and its effect on saving the lives of the affected people. Often 

there is insufficient time or workforce to properly locate and care for each survivor that requires 

attention. This is where an automated response such as a UAV swarm could help. 

Of all the categories of natural disaster, the highest mortality rate is caused by floods [3]. 

In addition to this, floods occur the most frequently and are often coupled with other natural 

disasters such as hurricanes or other storms. It is very common for large areas to be decimated by 

a flood, with the affected areas being recorded as large as 180,000 km2 in the case of the 1931 

China floods [5]. Due to their effect and difficulty to predict, the flood scenario is focused on in 

creating the methodology and simulation. It is important to note, however, that the scouting process 

proposed to locate survivors is not specific to any one disaster scenario, and could easily be applied 

to various situations. 
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1.2 - Research Questions 

Two research questions are proposed to address the vanous problems associated with 

designing a system to autonomously collect information during a natural disaster. The proposed 

methodology, as well as the simulation and results , are crafted around these core questions. 

Following the simulation, these questions are revisited to assess the effectiveness of the proposed 

methodology. 

1.2.1- Question 1 

What is an appropriate set of objectives for this swarm? Before any method can be developed 

it is first important to fully define the objective of the swarm. Once this is fully understood, an 

algorithm can be created to conduct this mission. While the overall goal of the system is to 

minimize the loss of life in a flooding scenario by locating those trapped in the environment and 

reporting their location to a rescue operation, the details on how this should be done must be further 

defined. 

1.2.2- Question 2 

How can an automated UAV swarm be controlled to gather useful decision-making 

information during an ongoing natural disaster? The path planning required to coordinate a 

swarm with a common objective is a very difficult problem. When controlling a swarm through a 

set of protocols and defined response, careful attention must be given to ensure that the features 

are created with appropriate outcomes. This question can further be broken down into two sub

questions: 

a) How can the swarm operation be parameterized and optimized to complete its 

objective? As is true with any swarming techniques, the parameters that control the 
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swarm dynamics are critical. In developing this method, the behavior of the swarm 

must hinge on several key parameters which could then be optimized to best boost the 

performance of the swarm. 

b) How can the swarm approach be validated? While methods currently exist to search 

for survivors in a disaster scenario, their operations are so vastly different from a swarm 

approach that validation will be critical. In order to conclusively say if the method is 

effective, metrics need to be created or discovered that provide an accurate benchmark 

for comparison to evaluate the proposed method. 

1.3 - Thesis Outline 

The remainder of the thesis is outlined to the right. Beginning 

with a review of the current status of disaster response protocol, the 

UAV hardware limitations are then reported, followed by a look into 

the current status of swarm intelligence and its various physical 

applications. Drawing from this a methodology is presented using an 

objective based heuristic method to assign intelligence destinations 

within the environment based on the current knowledge of the 

disaster area. To validate the methodology, a case study is given 

using 2017 Hurricane Maria's effect on the island of Puerto Rico as 

the location. By conducting this simulation and comparing its 

performance to an exhaustive search as well as a random search, the 

effectiveness of the proposed method is measured. The conclusion of 

this work revisits the research questions and briefly discusses the 

many areas of potential for future work in this emerging field. 
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review 

In this Section, the relevant literature is reviewed. As this is a very multidisciplinary 

problem, the many fields used to approach this problem are all studied and synthesized to 

understand the best way to form the methodology. From this information, the algorithms presented 

in Chapter 3 are formed. Section 2.1 discusses the current protocols in disaster response and their 

respective shortcomings. In Section 2.2, the capabilities of UAVs are explored to determine the 

limits of this technology and their potential to gather information in robust conditions such as a 

storm environment which commonly accompanies a natural disaster. The on-board hardware 

limitations are also evaluated to better understand the communication and sensor abilities of each 

UAV in the swarm. Finally, the methods used in swarm intelligence are discussed in Section 2.3. 

This is a very large field so the focus is kept mainly on swarm techniques related to design space 

exploration and mapping algorithms. 

2.1 - Disaster Protocols 

In responding to natural disasters, many disaster protocols are in place to efficiently conduct 

the response. There is a detailed government website where much of this information is publicly 

listed at https://www.fema.gov/. FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency) is an agency 

of the Department of Homeland Security and proves detailed flood data as well as geographic 

maps of high risk areas and preventative measures. FEMA typically takes authority in disaster 

response when the scope of the disaster is beyond the resources of local or state authorities. It is 

noteworthy that due to its federal status, FEMA is only involved in disaster relief if requested by 

a local government. In addition to providing supplies and recovery assistance, FEMA also works 

towards constructing a better understanding of natural disasters, especially floods , and creating 
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maps and risk analyses for areas across the United States. Since only large scale flooding is being 

evaluated for this work, this is an excellent resource to use. 

FEMA lists 12 hazards that are associated with floods , in no particular order [6]. Many of 

these are associated with the aftermath of the flood. A brief description of each is given below as 

a general overview of the flood dangers. 

1) Electrical Hazards 

o With the presence of water near electric circuits, there is a risk oflive electricity in 
unexpected areas. This is an especially large threat in residential homes. 

2) Tree and Debris Removal 

o In the aftermath of a flood, the tree and debris removal can prove dangerous due to 
fallen electrical lines as well unstable/shifting objects. 

3) Carbon Monoxide 

o Due to gasoline generators producing carbon monoxide, caution must be taken to 
avoid running these machines in enclosed areas, as their fumes are poisonous. 

4) Lifting Injuries 

o In clearing debris, there is a risk of injury in the physical labor of cleanup. 

5) Mold 

o Although hardly as dangerous as many others effects of a flood, mold can be an 
issue in floods. The foul odor may cause eye irritation as well as sneezing and 
headaches. 

6) Rodents, Snakes, and Insects 

o It was not explained why this is a heightened risk when a flood occurs, but the 
possible lack of shelter may encourage extra caution in defense against rodents, 
snakes and insects. 

7) Chemical and Biological Hazards 
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o Many chemical storage containers are stored beneath the ground which may be 
punctured or dislodged during a flood. These pose a threat also as they can 
contaminate the water and could cause health problems if ingested. 

8) Fire 

o Floods can damage fire prevention systems as well as trigger electrical fires. This 
combined with a delayed response makes fire a heightened threat. 

9) Drowning 

o The increased levels of water as well as fast running currents make drowning an 
especially dangerous threat. 

10) Hypothermia 

o Hypothermia is defined as the internal body temperature dropped below 95 °F and 
commonly results in death. The combination ofwind and moisture make this a large 
threat in the days following a flood. 

11) Exhaustion 

o Similar to lifting injuries, the cleaning process that follows a flood can lead to injury 
due to exhaustion as debris is cleared. 

12)Heat 

o Depending on the environment, exposure to the elements can lead to overheating, 
which can cause serious harm or death. 

Although the dangers of floods are not limited to these twelve risks, the majority of injury and 

death comes from one of these categories. Of these twelve, there are various levels of urgency in 

the response priority from the relief teams. While drowning and immediate physical threats are the 

most urgent in the short term, the others cannot be ignored. However, due to this algorithm 

operating as a flood occurs, only the immediate risks are evaluated. These immediate risks include 

drowning, electric hazards, fire , and debris collision. 
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2.1.1- FEMA Flood Protocol 

Although there is some basic protocol for the search and rescue operations, much of this process 

is not fully defined and is left up to the commanding officer of the rescue party. Although it is 

possible that some of this information is not shared publicly, the limited information available can 

be seen in Figure 2 from the FEMA website. 

SWIFTWATER/FLOOD SEARCH AND RESCUE TEAM 

The SWlf!waler/Fload S<wch BIWi Resrue (SARt TE!ilm C,,noucts ""'rch, '"'"""'•8l>d "'"""e,y for humans and animals In swtliwater. sw1ftwa1en'flood, s~llw,;ter. andOESCRIF>TION 
!!I !erJflood erwlr.orunen.ts. 

FIEi>OU!lCE Team 
CAlEGORY 

TheS\lllftwater/Fload !.A.R 10am: i . 0"""'8S Ille r-!ng Items priOf I<> deployment 1-~••far and resCIJea lnd!Ylduals l,f,o moy 11<, "'jured or In ~•ed of a. Imm-team oommunlca11ons, suoh as programmable lflter.operable 
medical eaenflon 00111mlricallons Ylilh Command, GMelai Staff. and Olllef1'~ng 
2. Provide••~medic&!am, heluding Basic LIie Support (BLS) re6'Darces 
3:. Trnnspo,ts. hUm:.ans iand enlmals tl:I the .,ea-re:s:t IOCeUon klr S100011dar)I b.. Pre!ieflee of contaminated env.-onment:i aoo need tor rehaled pe,sonel 
..or l!wl traRsport proleCINe ..,,,.,..e•t jPPE), respi,>lafy prolB<:..... doc,,r,g, am. 
4. i>r011ldes shore-based - boat-based waie< resrue equlpmenl 
5. ·l'fmldes anhnal res,cue c. Secunty - force protection needed upon """al 
6. S<lpj)OOS hellcoprer rescue operalioos - urban SAR ill waier d. Loglstfcs suppo<t, sum as lodging, transponatlon, and meals for 
....1ronments =- operabons beyood 72 hours 
7. Operaies In e,wlrnnmerus WM or without mmtru.ca.e, Including 2. l11ls team -'<sup lo 12 ""'65 I"" slilft; LS se~-susta,nableior 72 
lh091! Willi oompr""1ls<!d ac,,.,,,,. 1£1 roadway,;, uulrtl••· 1ransi,oru,lalof>. and ~rs (bayc,nd ~eed for sea.iri ty arid lore,, prOlectJO(I), and is d!,j:to\lsbl" 
medical faocll illeo, a'l(I With Umlted aitall1'!1111ty of sheller, food, and water lor up 1ll 14 dsya 

3. The requesmr should specify 11,e mis"'°" loc.ollon an<i opereticnal 
enWONfflstl such es. -shore1wete1-arboet based1:s tweie:r, swltrwater. 
or ha:?ardoU• material• C1lll1Bfl\llilllon01/ERALL 4 The reques11lr should dl""'8S any sddldooai equlprooft\ (sUoh ••

FU1<CTL01< ll>elmat onage,. !Jlter whee~ nlgni Ylslon IJO!l!llesl sod "'8loe 
arrangemerns Wllh pr011.Jer 
5. The reques11lrshould spectfy Ille type otsnimal ,e,.,,,.,.such as 
U""'11ock aoct eguone, cocnparllDn, avian. na,1-<lornesk a,rd exotlc 
arumalg 

6, The reques11lr should specify additional sp,,clsl,mo equlprnen ....tr 
es hardware, sof1W.:We1fQPeS, srtd survtvor elil&a.1ation d~h::i:!s 
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GUlde forHazaidJ\wale!>egs f0< Search and Rescue P•""""""·The 
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Figure 2: FEMA Protocol for Search and Rescue [7} 

In this document, intra-team communications are not established, but instead it is mentioned 

that should be discussed prior to the start of the mission. This lack of standardization is likely due 

to extreme variance in the situation, leaving flexibility to whoever is in command to make 

decisions based on what he/she thinks is appropriate . The search and rescue process here is also 

combined, which requires the search team to also carry supplies to conduct rescues as the survivors 

are located. Upon discovery of a survivor, the search must be paused to attend to this victim, often 
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including transportation to a medical center for further attention. Additional help is also available 

if the needs of the victims exceeds the ability of the single rescue team. Even with multiple teams 

working at the same time, this process has obvious inefficiencies. The locating of survivors in the 

environment in this method is based only on a visual canvasing, which, for large environments 

where the operation is trying to move quickly to cover more ground, could be very difficult to 

make inerrant judgments. The incapacitated or unconscious are also unlikely to be discovered by 

such a method. The combination of the search and rescue aspect ofthis operation also is inefficient, 

as it is possible that they could be done more effectively if separated. 

Communication between FEMA rescue teams currently rely on radio communication and only 

involve verbal communication, which introduced its own set ofuncertainties. There is no mapping 

and recording of the environment and no path history is tracked to prevent scouting areas that have 

already been scouted. It is worth noting that these protocols are from 2005 , and may have since 

been updated; however, any updated information is not available through FEMA. Overall, these 

are more guidelines than hard-written protocol, and the lack of an established decision-making 

process could lead to an increased loss in life in urgent flooding scenarios. 

2.1.2 - Current Aerial Surveillance 

Continuing to examine the FEMA protocols for swiftwater/flood response, the aerial 

surveillance techniques become very important. Although not fully detailed in a public document, 

the availability of thermal imaging as well as night vision technology is acknowledged in the 

preparation phase of the protocol. This can be seen in step 4 of the Composition and Ordering 

Specifications where it states "The requestor should discuss any additional equipment (such as 

thermal imager, litter wheel, night vision goggles) and make arrangements with provider". 

Immediate availability of the technology is likely the determining factor in whether or not 
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technological augmentation is employed. Regardless of the technologies used, the identification 

of survivors is still conducted manually by visual inspection. There is no evidence that any 

automation or intelligence technology is used in this process in any way. This is perhaps an area 

in which newer technologies, such as those mountable aboard a UAV, could be used to remove 

human error in this process. 

2.2 - UAV Hardware Capabilities 

To use swarm techniques with UAVs, the technology limitations must be known. Although 

this technology is rapidly developing, a baseline of functionality must be set from existing 

literature and proven concepts. Both the hardware and software provide unique limits to the 

behavior of the swarm, as the information they are collecting and sharing is deeply dependent on 

these capabilities. The development of new sensor technologies is an important field of research 

[8] [9]. 

2.2.1- Sensor Capabilities 

First, the improvements in sensor technology are examined to understand what data could be 

reasonably collected using a UAV. With limited payload, the hardware mounted on a UAV must 

be placed strategically as weight comes with the trade-offs of reduced battery life. Saska et al. 

discuss various vision based navigation methods [10]. Using a quadcopter with two mounted 

cameras, on-board image processing is used to fly the UAV autonomously based on the analysis 

of its surroundings. This UAV analyzes obstacles in the way and adjusts its path to avoid collision. 

All decision-making processes for this experiment were conducted on-board using a mounted 

microprocessor with very specific protocols. This same group also has developed a more extensive 

collection of work on using UAVs as a platform for robotic research and creating their intelligent 



flight paths [ 11]. Machine learning techniques can be implemented to increase the acquisition of 

knowledge based on an objective of minimizing the flight path distance and time [12]. An 

important takeaway from this is the connection between the mounted cameras and the image 

processing function which allows the UAV to understand its immediate environment. Although 

these tests were conducted in a small, indoor space, the same technology could easily be extended 

for large-scale use as long as the image processing capabilities were sufficient. This decentralized 

method also becomes very important when the concepts are extended to the function of an entire 

swarm, as compared to a single agent. The battery life was not discussed in these works. 

Srikanth et al. successfully automated a vision-based landing algorithm for a UAV which 

analyzes its surroundings to perform a landing maneuver [13] . A helicopter was used, controlled 

internally using a combination of GPS and image processing of its surroundings, to move from a 

starting location to a separate landing pad. This task was carried out without error, and the UAV 

could easily avoid obstacles once properly calibrated to complete its mission. A significant 

contribution of this work was the ability to process sensor data into usable information about the 

surroundings of the UAV. 

When using image processing to convert an image from an on-board camera into usable data, 

the resolution and quality of the image is important to consider. This issue is addressed in the work 

of Koh et al. in their work for the tropical conservation efforts [14] . Although no image processing 

was conducted, a UA V was used to survey an area of interest. A predetermined flight pattern was 

set using manually inputted checkpoints into the open source software 'ArduPilot Mega' (APM) 

so the UAV will visit all of these points. Conducting these tests over a tropical area of Nepal, the 

images in Figure 3 were taken: 
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Figure 3: The Images Taken by the UAV During its Flight [14} 

By stitching these photos together, a detailed map can be created. This test was conducted in 

just under 30 minutes covering an area of 15km. A further test was conducted with a lower altitude 

to better capture the details ofthe environment below which resulted in the images shown in Figure 

4. 
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Figure 4: Animals Identified by the UAV [1 4] 

In a comment on image resolution, the study discussed the picture resolution, which 

corresponds to the real-life size of each pixel in the image. To identify any object, especially a 

living creature, there must be enough image resolution to properly identify the object. In this 

discussion, Table 1 is presented. 

Table 1: The Relationship Between Flight Altitude and Picture Resolution [14] 

Focal Length (cm) Flight altitude (m, above ground) Picture resolution (cm) 

4.1 200 7.4 

4.1 100 3.7 
5.7 200 5.3 
5.7 100 2.7 
6.9 200 4.4 

2.26.9 100 
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The best resolution possible from this table comes from a high focal length of 6.9cm with a 

flight altitude of 1 00m above the ground. This of course leads to an unanswered question: If 

identifying living creatures was the objective of the scout, what is the required resolution to offer 

enough information to confidently identify the image contents? This is an important question that 

is addressed further in Section 4.4. 

In addition to image processing, global location cognition is vital so the swarm efforts can be 

coordinated, which required the knowledge of where each member is. The addition of GPS on 

board a UAV is present in many bodies of work [10] [15] [16] [17]. From these sources it can be 

assumed that it is achievable for a UAV to know its global coordinates at all times. Although not 

technically complex, this does add an additional energy demand which will affect the flight time 

of each UAV. 

2.2.2 - Battery Life 

The battery life is another significant hardware limitation that will affect the design and 

performance of the swarm. The DJI Phantom 4, an established high-end commercial quadcopter 

drone shown in Figure 5, currently has a flight time ofroughly 30 minutes [18] , while other, custom 

built drones can record flight times exceeding two hours [ 14]. 

Figure 5: The DJI Phantom 4, A High End Commercial Drone [19} 
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The enormous variable of flight time creates an interesting challenge in forming a simulation. 

Due to the high dependence on payload and structure, it is difficult to simplify the flight time of a 

certain device down to a single number. Because the focus of the method presented is on the swarm 

dynamics, a set of assumptions will lead to an estimated flight time used in Section 4.3. This is 

intentionally kept as a simple model as a more refined and complex model is not necessary to 

validate these methods. 

2.2.3- Communication Limitations 

When considering swarm coordination, the communication between swarm members cannot 

be assumed. Not only does the communication result in an additional draw on the battery, but 

proximity constraints can lead to packet loss as well as disconnection if a member of the swarm is 

to leave the communication range. Although not always the case, the combination of a natural 

disaster with a possibly rural area makes the use of cellular network for communication unreliable, 

so an internal method must be used to share information among the swarm [20]. 

In [21] , Sivakumar et al. used a variable-sized swarm to place GS (ground stations) in a 

disaster stuck environment to create a wireless backbone of communication. In this work, the 

UAVs themselves were not gathering information but rather creating a network in which 

communication could be conducted. Here the various challenges are discussed that accompany 

creating a communication network. When considering range, it is not as simple as concrete 

distance at which all communication drops off. Instead, communication actions operate as a 

probability. While within a certain range of confidence, very few (<1 %) information packets are 

lost in transition; however, when nearing the limits of the communication ability, this probability 

increases. This principle is further confirmed in [22] , where Zhao et al. delve into packet loss in 

large-scale indoor environments. 
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A secondary cause of packet loss is the overloading of a network beyond its broadband 

capabilities. This is an important concept in television and radio broadcasting as well as internet 

connection and there is significant research addressing this problem. From the two causes ofpacket 

loss, network overload should not be an issue for the scope of this project, as the information being 

shared is reduced to a very simple format. Range, however, plays a large role is reliable 

communication and will factor heavily into the design of the swarm movement. 

A common local area networking technology used is time-division multiplexing (TDM). 

TDM is a two way communication system in which multiple signals are sent or received on a 

common path by synchronizing the switches at the ends of the transmission so each signal is only 

received for a fraction of a second. By doing this, each signal can be sent through one at a time for 

a brief period of time and many channels can be processed at once. In the Phantom 4, for example, 

this is the technology used to both send the user control input from the controller to the drone as 

well as receive a HD video feed in return. Figure 6 shows this process for a 4-channel TDM 

transmission. 

TOM (Time. Divi:sion .Mu[tip~e)(:ing} 

TOM multi•ple.l(er Demulrp·lexer Ch 1 

DD muJt,pte-.xedl Ch 2 
TDM Sig,nal 

11111111 . D 
time 

Ch 4 
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Figure 6: A Visua lization of the TDM Process [23] 
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By segmenting the four input signals into a single combined signal, the multiplexed signal can 

be sent to the receiver where the signal is unpacked. With the strength of the receivers currently 

available in UAV technology, a TDM network could be used to transmit and share information in 

2km range [18]. 

2.2.4 - UAV Path Planning 

A path planning problem for UAVs was also evaluated by Rudnick et al. to analyze the trade

off between flight time and the risk of flying over densely populated areas [24]. Looking to 

minimize potential damage done in the event of a crash, the path was created to favor a safer path 

while still looking to minimize flight time. This was an interesting look into probability theory and 

the destination-based approach of the UA Vs was effective in accomplishing their goals. The 

principles ofParticle Swarm Optimization (PSO) are also researched, as the exploration ofa design 

space in PSO shares a similar goal to a swarm's objective of exploring a physical space. 

2.3- Swarm Intelligence Applications 

With the technology limits understood, it is now important to understand the current body of 

work in using swarm intelligence for exploration purposes. Since Kennedy, Eberhart, and Shi's 

original paper introducing the concept of particle swarm optimization in 1995, variations 

improving these algorithms have become a common topic for research. In papers such as [25] [26] 

[21] [27] the convergence speed of the PSO was optimized by adding extra features such as feature 

selection, enhanced leaders, and machine learning. There is also a sizeable body of work done in 

the application of swarm intelligence to robotic systems [28] [29] [30]. However, as the field 

continues to develop, the algorithms began being used for more unconventional objectives, such 

as applying the conceptual techniques to a physical space. Instead of a virtual swarm exploring a 

design space, many researchers have taken it a step further and created a physical swarm to explore 
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a real-life environment. As the techniques were adjusted to transfer between the different 

environments, the potential benefit an intelligent swarm could offer was unearthed and further 

researched. 

2.3.1- Scouting Using Swarm Intelligence 

Boccardo et al. discuss the advantages of different types of UA Vs, such as fixed wing vs. 

rotor, and their effectiveness in exploring an area specifically for disaster response [ 16]. Designed 

for data collection to measure the damage and scope of the disaster, a UAV mounted with a camera 

is flown along a predetermined path while recording the landscape below it. As UAV is an 

incredible broad term, the various hardware setups are discussed, highlighting the advantages and 

disadvantages of each setup. A quadcopter setup, for example, has a higher energy draw and a 

more limited payload capacity, but far exceeds a fixed wing UAV in mobility. This work is not 

intended to be used in real-time as a disaster is developing and its purpose is to measure damage 

alone. Search and rescue is not considered or discussed for this situation. 

Han et al. discuss using low cost UAVs to track radiation following a nuclear meltdown 

[31]. The swarm in this case was pre-programmed and followed a predetermined flight path taking 

sensors reading mid-flight which were used to construct a radiation map. Due to the radial spread 

of radiation, the different sensor reading at various elevations were taken, shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: A Single UA V's Path Circling the Nuclear Leak [31J 

Using a similar winding flight pattern, a swarm of four UAVs is sent to gather data starting 

at different points. The four paths of these UAVs can be seen in Figure 8 . 
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Figure 8: The Paths ofthe Swarm [31J 

By collecting a set amount of data points as their elevation increased, the remaining data 

could be extrapolated by creating a surface fit to the data sample, providing an accurate estimation 

of the entire area of interest. The number of data points used for statistical accuracy, as well as 

their placement, is very important. In this work, the multiple members of the swarm work together 
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in planning their paths to maximize the coverage of the radiated area and selectively sample the 

data via on-board sensors. There is no communication between swarm members as this mission is 

being conducted. 

Choi et al. focus on locating survivors following an earthquake using a UAV swarm [32]. 

Assuming the entire communication infrastructure is non-functional due to the earthquake, a 

mission of setting up a mobile communication network between rescue operations and survivors 

is defined. Here a swarm is sent out in search for survivors who are trapped in the environment. 

Once a single survivor is located, the remaining UAVs in the swarm immediately abandon their 

current task and move to form a chain based on slot priority in which communication can be 

conducted with the survivor. While this is an interesting approach, the focus on a single survivor 

neglects all other survivors that were not found. The slot priority of the U AV s to form a chain in 

the quickest time possible posed an interesting optimization problem that yields applicable results. 

This method is useful, but as the number of survivors trapped in an environment is almost always 

unknown, the termination of the search process is not effective on a larger scale. 

In a similar vein, Zangereh et al. look into minimizing the energy levels used to 

communicate within a swarm using artificial bee colony algorithms solved with a genetic 

algorithm [33]. This work is based on the principle that further communication ranges consume 

more power and creating a network ofparticles could cut down on energy cost as the transmission 

is done in closer range. An optimal network would minimize the distance between each swarm 

member. While this is a very simple problem in a one-dimensional space, the problem becomes 

very complex when extended to two dimensional, as seen in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: A Set ofNodes Without Connections [33] 

Using a binary representation of the connections, a genetic algorithm is used to connect 

each node such that each node is connected to the central information center (BS, in this case). 

With a path to this center required, the total distance of the network in minimized with an 

exponential penalty for longer connections, as they will consume more power as the range extends. 

Continuing on the topic of clustering, Comer and Lamont worked to recreate nature 

patterns such as a flock of birds or a school of fish using micro-U AVs [34]. In this work, there 

must be constant communication, albeit simple communication, throughout the swarm as the 

individual roles of each agent can change based on the needs of the swarm. The goal of the 

individual is to position itself such that the shape ofthe swarm meets a certain requirement, defined 

by a maximum and minimum crowding distance. Movements to make this shape can be 

categorized into three types: separation, alignments, and cohesion, shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: The Three Aspects ofSwarm Control Used in [33J 

An important highlight here is the need for parallel computing, which ensures that all agents 

make their decisions simultaneously. As all members of the swarm move simultaneously, the 

movement of other swarm members in the current iteration cannot be used to determine a move, 

as this action has not yet taken place. Because of this, the position of the swarm in the previous 

iteration is the most current information known to the individual, and all movement decisions are 

based on this. This parallel computing can sometimes lead to a miscommunication that is not ideal, 

but this is expected. For example, a large gap in the middle of a flock would seek to be filled in 

order to maintain an overall flock shape. It is possible that more than one member recognizes this 

gap and moves to personally fill it, creating redundant movement. The response to this dynamic is 

to ensure that the information is updated frequently enough that the swarm members can alter their 

course very quickly if the environment changes. 

Although these swarming techniques are each designed for specific scenarios, the principles of 

many of them are common. From these sources, it can be seen that the method to control a group 

of agents autonomously to complete a common goal can be done through using some basic swarm 
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techniques. While a specific application may require some additional features , the basics of this 

idea have been proven to work. It is now necessary to review the use ofUAV s in flooding scenarios 

to understand the progress in this field. 

2.3.2 - UAV Use in Floods 

In this section the various applications ofUAVs in flooding scenarios are discussed. Not all of 

the works read involve swarm techniques. 

Abdelkader et al. evaluated a scenario in which UAVs were used in a flood sensing application 

[ 17]. The object of this work is to create a system that could warn of oncoming floods as fast as 

possible. The agents in this simulation drop Lagrangian sensors every timestep (90 seconds) which 

periodically send their location to a central receiver. In the event ofrising waters, these lightweight 

sensors would be carried away by the waters. By tracking their location, the height and flow of the 

flood could be estimated. The paths of the UAVs are optimized to place these sensors in locations 

that would provide the most information possible should a flood occur. The geography of the area 

is an input to this algorithm, meaning the planning of the placement of the sensors is done with 

full knowledge of which locations might be at a low altitude and would be prone to flooding. The 

simulations presented began with only one UAV placing sensors but expanded to two, each starting 

in unique locations in the environment, shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11: The Path ofthe Two UAVs and Their Sensor Placements [17} 

Although there is communication between the UAVs, there are no intelligence swarm 

techniques involved. The brevity of the simulation also left the majority of the map untouched, so 

the value of this technique is limited. 

Feng et al. examined an urban flooding scenario in Yuyao, China [35]. The focus of this work 

is on the ability to use image processing to create a flood map and understand the elevation of a 

flood. Using a Random Forest classifier consisting of 200 decision trees, data was extracted from 

the UAVs and used in a spectral-textual feature space. Random Forest is an established machine 

learning technique that creates many candidate decision trees and then selects its best based on the 

accuracy to the training set. Four classifications are used to sort the images : submerged soil, bare 

soil, submerged grassland, and vegetation. By training this model with known images of these four 

classifications, the algorithm can then classify the images taken by the UAV. This process is shown 

in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12: The Model Training Process to Identify Flooded Areas [35] 

When compared to the existing flood maps, this method yielded 87% accuracy. Note that the 

image processing of this work is not done on board the UAV and does not provide instant feedback 

and live information. Upon the completion ofthe UAV flight, the images are transferred to a station 

for image processing. Because of this, this would not be an ideal method to use if there is an 

urgency in obtaining the information about the status of a flood. This paper is useful in that it 

shows the potential of using image processing to determine if a certain area is submerged. This 

work does not mention the required computational power required to perform these classifications. 

If this technology was included on board a UAV for live information processing, this would offer 

valuable information for a search and rescue mission. 

In their 2004 paper, Vincent et al. create a framework for a UAV swarm to conduct a 

cooperative search for situations such as disaster response [36]. A thorough "sweeping" approach 

was compared with an intelligent, information-sharing swarm in their ability to locate a single 

target somewhere inside a predefined design space. For comparison, these same techniques are 

also tested without swarm communication through information sharing. These four scenarios for 

comparison are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2: The Four Scenarios Compared in the Search Algorithm [36} 
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An example of a cooperative sweep for a swarm size of four can be seen in Figure 13. These 

trajectories are entirely defined before the simulations begin and do not change. 

Figure 13: A Cooperative Sweep [36} 

The conclusions from this study were that while the thorough search always found its target, it 

often took more time to locate it, depending on its position. Compared to the intelligent search, the 
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average time ofdiscovery was greater, albeit at the cost ofvariance. With a constant target location, 

the variance of the sweep method is 0. This tradeoff leads to an inconclusive result, as the method 

used will depend on the function of the search. For example, if locating the target is the highest 

priority, with time of discovery less important, a sweep approach is guaranteed to succeed and 

should be used. The riskier alternative is the intelligent search, as it may miss the target, but has a 

great chance of succeeding quickly. 

Perks et al. evaluate flash flood monitoring using surveillance UAVs using a motion tracking 

method to analyze water flow speed [37] . By recording short ( 6 second) videos from a stationary 

UAV, motion tracking elements can be added to measure flow rate, seen in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14: The Motion Tracking ofan Area Uusing UAV Video [3 7] 

In this work only one UAV is used and there is no flight planning involved. By tracking the 

speed of the water movement, the rate at which the water is increasing can be measured and used 
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to predict future flood behavior. This information could be used to predict the extent of a certain 

flood and evacuate certain areas if necessary. 

2.3.3 - Literature Shortcomings 

Although much of this work involves swarm dynamics and path planning, none of the 

current approaches address exploring an environment that is changing, as is common during a 

natural disaster. This is a very difficult problem to address, as it introduces the concept of 

uncertainty to the information that has been gathered. Of the studies using a swarm approach for a 

survivor search process, none of them operate in real time with the ability to adjust and optimize 

their swarm's trajectories as new information is introduced. The concept of basing swarm 

movement on a partially understood environment with the goal of locating elements within an 

environment has not been studied in depth. 

There is a sizeable body of work conducted in swarm-based search algorithms, but many 

of these operate without a real-life application. While finding a certain element(s) in an 

environment is an interesting concept, it does not offer direct value unless applied to a scenario 

where the discovery has meaning. This is the research gap that is filled by this work. 
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Chapter 3 - Methodology 

This chapter discusses the proposed methodology for swarm coordination and the 

algorithms used to assign movement to each UAV within the swarm. This decentralized decision

making process would occur independently aboard each UAV at certain times further described in 

Section 3.3 . An overview of the decision-making algorithm is shown in Figure 15 . This figure is 

referenced throughout Chapter 3, and portions of the image are shown again in their appropriate 

sections to clarify the respective functions . 
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Figure 15: The UAV Decision-Making Flowchart 
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3.1 - Swarm Objective 

Before the details of the swarm behavior are discussed, it is first important to define the goal 

of the swarm. The objective of the swarm is twofold with a weighted emphasis on the first 

objective: 

1. Locate any survivors trapped in the disaster area and report their coordinates to an 

external rescue operation in as short a period of time as possible 

2. Track the current status of the disaster so the maximum amount of updated information is 

gathered for use in efficient path planning 

These goals are somewhat connected, as a high-functioning swarm that can quickly locate 

survivors must also be able to leverage information gathered on the status of the disaster to better 

plan the path of the UAVs such that the probability of finding a survivor is maximized. To 

accomplish these goals, the following approaches are used. 

3.2 - Destination-Based Approach 

An early decision made in the control theory is to decentralize the decision-making 

algorithm. The decentralization of this process is done to avoid communication issues with a 

central decision-maker. If each UAV is equipped to make these decisions independently, a break 

in communication would also limit their knowledge for future planning, but would not halt their 

operation entirely. This is especially important in extreme weather conditions that commonly 

accompany floods as the possibility oflosing a member of the swarm is high. An adaptable swarm 

size is vital. In developing a decentralized approach to swarm control, a destination-based 

approach is used to assign each UAV a unique destination. As the algorithm operates in real time, 

a certain amount of time is required for each UAV to travel to a certain area of the map, as limited 
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by the hardware constraints. With each UAV having a unique destination, the decision-making 

process only needs to be implemented when the UAV has reached its destination and is ready to 

be assigned a new one. This saves computational effort as well as prevents an inefficient path when 

traveling to certain areas of the environment. The process is shown in Figure 16 where the second 

destination shown on the right is not assigned until the first one has been reached. By only planning 

one step ahead, this also ensures the information used to assign a new location is based on the most 

updated information available to the swarm. In other words, this approach has an advantage over 

a predetermined flight pattern in that information found along the way can be used to influence 

where the UAV will travel, prioritizing areas that are found to be significant as the exercise 

progresses. 
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Figure 16: A UA V Reaching Its Destination and Being Assigned a New One 

With each UAV having a unique destination, the algorithm used to assign new locations 

will likely be unsynchronized for the swarm, as the arrival to each UAV's destination will vary 

based on how far away it is . For some destinations, the time it takes for each member to arrive will 

be very short, as the move is relatively local, whereas other members may have longer moves 

which will take considerable more time to complete. It is therefore very important to control the 
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distance of each move as the future destinations are assigned. A very short move would result in a 

minimal amount of information to be gathered. A series of short moves would also create an 

inefficient path containing potentially unnecessary turns when compared to a longer, straight path 

of flight. 

An excessively long move across the environment would also be inefficient, as the known 

information is rapidly changing. By the time the member nears its destination, that location may 

no longer be a priority for exploration due to changes in the environment. As both ofthese extremes 

create ineffective performance, a minimum and maximum move distance is used to better control 

the behavior of the algorithm. The values of these minimum and maximum were left as variables 

to be optimized in 4.4. In operation, the movement of the swarm is illustrated in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17: The Members ofthe Swarm Independently Move Towards a Personal Destination 
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3.3 - Assigning New Destinations 

A significant portion of the proposed method lies in assigning the destinations to a member 

of the swarm based on the current knowledge of the environment. The only information known by 

the swarm as the process begins is the size of the area to be explored. The geography of the area 

of interest, the location of any survivors located within, and the status of the water height are all 

unknown until discovered by a member ofthe swarm. This information gathered, as well as several 

variables created from these variables, serve as inputs for the algorithm shown in Figure 15, 

highlighted in light blue. Table 3 describes each variable's contents and purpose. 

Table 3: A Description ofthe Input/Output Variables ofthe Flowchart 

Input/Output Variable Description Variable Name 

U AV Location The x and y coordinates of each UAV Loe 

Destinations The coordinates of each UAV's destination Dest 

A matrix with an interest value for each data point in 

Interest 
the environment. A high interest value in a certain 
location corresponds with a high probability of 

Int 

valuable information being gathered here. 

Paths 
The coordinates of the moves along the route planned 
for each UAV 

Paths 

Inertia A vector of the current inertia for each UAV Inertia 

Before the details of the flowchart shown at the start of the chapter can be fully explained, the 

interest variable must first be explained, as it is the driving force in prioritizing certain areas of the 

environment over others. 
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3.3.1- Defining the Interest Map 

Calculating the interest values of the environment is a very important aspect of the proposed 

method. Interest in this context has an inverse relationship with the updated knowledge of any 

specific location. For example, if there is much information known about a small region, the lack 

ofuncertainty leads this area to be ofvery low interest, as it is not a priority for a UAV to explore. 

In broad terms, interest corresponds with the estimated addition of information value to the 

network of the swarm. Because of this, an interest value for each discrete location in the 

environment is stored in a large matrix. With a dynamic environment, confidence in the accuracy 

of information naturally deteriorates over time. As confidence reduces, it becomes more and more 

important to re-explore that area to check if anything has changed. The interest value of each area 

therefore must increase over time as the swarm operates, which creates high levels of interest for 

areas which have gone longest without exploration. This process is done using Equation 1 

(1) 

where ij are the indices of the location in the interest variable and c1 is a constant term added every 

time iteration to increase the interest value. When information is gathered by a UAV from a 

specific area, this local interest value is reset to 0, as the current information of this area is now 

known, making this section a low priority in the algorithm's destination selection process. This 

interest reset is done using Equation 2, 

int(Locx ± LOS: Locy± LOS) = 0 (2) 

where LOS is the line-of-sight each UAV is capable of This equation simply states that all interest 

values that the UAV can "see" in the current time iteration are reset to 0. From here, the interest 
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values will continue to rise according to Equation 1 once the UAV has moved on to a different 

area. 

In the initial exploration phase of the method, the environment is unknown, which would 

make the value of interest equal throughout the environment. This flat-prior approach is important, 

as it does not require any information inputs to begin the algorithm. An initialization value must 

be present to ensure areas that have never been explored are prioritized over areas that need re

exploration. Only after the majority of the map has been scouted should areas be explored again, 

so some initial value gives each unexplored area a higher interest value. The magnitude of this 

initial value, as well as the value of the constant c which increases the interest at each timestep is 

set in Section 4.4. A simulation showing the interest values of an area as a heat map is shown in 

Figure 18. Here the interest values are normalized, as only their relative values is significant. The 

blue areas of this map correspond with locations where the swarm has updated information, 

making these very low priority for future destinations. Following their paths to areas explored 

further in the past, however, it can be seen that over time the interest value has risen to a more 

significant magnitude. 
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Figure 18: The Interest Heap Map During the Initial Exploration ofthe Area 

With the inputs defined, the flowchart decision-making process shown in Figure 15 can now be 

fully explained. 

3.3.2- Updating UAV Locations 

The first action of Figure 15 is to update the shared data among the swarm based on the UAV 

locations, shown in Figure 19. 

UAV l ocation 

Update Shared Data 

Figure 19: The Inputs Usedfor Updating the Shared Information 
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The only input to this process is the locations of the UAVs. The geographic data from the 

areas beneath each UAV is measured and updated onto a master matrix shared among the swarm. 

This then leads to the first decision block, shown in yellow, where each swarm member is 

evaluated to check if it has just reached its destination, shown in Figure 20. 

UAV Location Destinations 

Figure 20: The Destination Check 

The inputs for this process are the UAV location as well as their respective destinations. 

Equation 3 is used to check this. 

(3) 

Here i ranges from [1: # of UAVs]. An arrived value of O means the UAV has not yet 

reached its destination and from there the UAV takes another step along its path towards its 

destination and its location is updated by Equation 4. 

(4) 

Normalizing the path by its magnitude returns the unit vector ofthe direction ofmotion, which 

is then multiplied by the maximum distance that the UAV can cover in one time iteration and the 

position is updated. 
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3.3.3- Calculating the Weighted Interest Values 

If the value of the Arrived variable returns 1, this U AV has reached its destination and requires 

a new destination. The first step in this process is calculating the interest values relative to the 

position of that specific UAV, as seen in Figure 21. 

Yes 

Interest 

Calculate Interest 

Values 
Drone 

Location 

Figure 21: The Calculation ofInterest Values 

The inputs to this process require the global matrix of interest values as well as the position 

of the UAV being evaluated. To encourage local exploration and leave long, cross-map moves for 

other U AVs that might be closer, the distance between the U AV and the various areas of interest 

is calculated and inversely weighted with the interest values using Equation 5. 

IntiJ 
IntValiJ =---------.- (5) 

llocxy - IntxiYj I 

From this, an adjusted Interest Value matrix is created which gives a discrete value to each 

location on the map, stored in the IntValiJ matrix with ij being and indices of the matrix. The 

constant k is set in Section 4.5 and controls the emphasis of local moves by adjusting the 

exponential value of the interest matrix. For example, a k value of 1 signifies a linear emphasis, 

meaning two areas would be equally likely to be selected if their ratios between the interest and 

distance were equal. In other words, the U AV equally views an area ofa certain interest as a certain 
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distance as one that is twice as "interesting" and twice as far away. Table 4 shows the basic kvalue 

ranges and their effect. 

Table 4: k Values and Their Significance 

k Value Range Emphasis on Local Moves 
O< k < l Decaying 

k=l Linear 
k > l Exponential 

3.3.4 - Stochastic Proportional Selection to Assign New Destination 

This calculated Int Val is then passed on to the stochastic proportional selection where the new 

destination is chosen using a stochastic proportional selection, shown in Figure 22. 

Calculate Interest 

Values 

Set New Destination 
Based on Interest Values 

Figure 22: The Destination Selection Process 

Recall that the magnitudes of the interest values are irrelevant, as they are normalized before 

the stochastic proportional selection process such that only their relative values are significant. By 

scaling the interest values so they sum to 1, a random number generator can be used to select from 

the weighted group, assigning the selection location as the next destination. From here, a few 

additional features were created to help the efficiency of the heuristic process. 

3.3.5 - Creating UAV Paths 

With the location and new destination known, a path is created which minimizes the deviation 

from the straight path between the current location and the final destination. In a real-world 
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implementation, this process would be unnecessary, as the location could be represented 

continuously, but for the scope of this work, each path must be discretized such that only indexed 

locations may be occupied. This is a limitation of this work, as it takes extra steps for the U AV s 

to navigate to their destinations; however, this inefficiency is negligible for the scale of the 

operation and does not hinder the performance ofthe concepts introduced. A discrete path is shown 

in Figure 23. 
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Figure 23: A Discrete Path Created to Reach the Destination 

3.4 - Additional Features 

To better coordinate the objective ofthe swarm, several features were created to assign logical 

destinations to each UAV. In certain situations, the more urgent area of the map should not be 

explored by the first UA V available, but instead by the nearest. Issues of redundant exploration 

also emerge if the U AV s operate independently and have no coordination. These issues are 

addressed in the following sections. 
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3.4.1- Interest Filtering 

A major issue encountered in the development of this method is the sensitivity oflocal interest 

spikes surrounded by areas of low interest. While intuition might suggest that the highest interest 

value in the matrix offers the most valuable potential information, this is not always the case. Since 

the interest in each element of the matrix is only reset to O when it is within the line of sight of a 

UAV, there are often times in which most of a certain region is well understood, but a small area 

is not, which leads to a very high local interest value in a relatively low-interest region. This is a 

very important issue to solve, as the entire value of the proposed algorithm rests on its ability to 

make intelligent decisions based on partial information. In fact, the entirety of the information in 

the environment will likely never be fully known to the swarm, as some areas are not important 

enough to spend time exploring. 

To address this, a filter is applied to the interest matrix to group the map into larger regions 

which can mark where there is the largest need for exploration. Consider a new arbitrary simulation 

in progress with an interest map shown in Figure 24. At this point in the simulation, the initial 

exploration has finished and most areas have been explored at least once. An isometric view is 

used to visualize this map so the peaks and their magnitudes can be seen. 
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Figure 24: The Interest Values ofRegions in an Area 

The scale ranges from areas of high interest in red to areas of low interest in blue. In this 

plot, many local spikes can be seen which could indicate a need to explore this specific location; 

however, it is difficult to identify any one area as the region that is the most urgent to be explored. 

By summing interest values of sections of the map together using Equation 6, the areas of the map 

with the greatest need for exploration can more easily be identified. In applying this equation, the 

original interest matrix of 100 x 100 is reduced to 10 x 10, with each element here being the sum 

of a different 10 x 10 region of the original matrix. 
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(6) 

Applying this filter to the same dataset used to create Figure 24, Figure 25 is created. 

Recall that the magnitudes of these values are irrelevant, as only their relative values affect the 

stochastic proportional selection for future destinations. 
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Figure 25: The Average Interest Values ofLarge Regions in an Area 
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While the data used to create both of these plots is identical, the second figure is much more 

useful in highlighting which areas of the map need exploration the most, as it is less sensitive to 

local peaks and weights larger unexplored areas. Note that the size of the environment as well as 

the coarseness of the occupancy grid applied are set in the parameters section and are not required 

to be a specific size as shown in Figures 5 and 6. For this example, a l00xlO0 grid was reduced to 

a 1Ox10 for visual clarity, but the ratio of this reduction is not a constant. In fact, this reduction 

very greatly affects the performance of the swarm. Because of this, the value of the ratio is left as 

a variable to be optimized in Section 4.5. 

3.4.2- Identification of Dead Zones 

Another feature added to improve efficiency is the introduction of dead zones. A dead zone 

is defined as an area that is permanently of zero interest, bypassing the regeneration equation 

(Equation 1) so its interest value does not increase throughout operation. Since the flood is 

assumed to be progressing, as a regressing flood would require no urgency, it can be assumed that 

areas underwater will remain underwater for the entire mission. These areas can be labeled as dead 

zones, as it is not important to re-explore an area that has already been found to be submerged. By 

doing this, the areas prioritized in the destination assignment algorithm will be the landmasses that 

could still contain survivors. 

3.4.3 - Heightened Edge Priority 

A third feature added is heightening the interest regenerate rate of areas which are very close 

to being submerged by the waters. This is important to properly identify dead zones and track the 

progress of the flood so the areas with the most information can be explored. To do this, every 

land element found to be touching a body of water is marked as an edge in the swarm's current 
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knowledge base. When applying Equation 1 to increase the interest levels of the maps, areas 

labeled as an edge receive an increased regeneration rate as seen in Equation 7. 

(7) 

The value of Cedge is a variable that is set in Section 4.5 and its magnitude determines the priority 

of the re-exploration of these edges. 

3.4.4 - Path Redundancy Measures 

The final measure added to control the swarm's behavior involves the paths created in the 

swarm destination algorithm. Upon selection of a future destination, the path is created and 

evaluated to check if any other members of the swarm have any steps of their path in common, 

shown in Figure 26. 

Set New Destination 
Based on Interest Values 

Set M ax Interest Value Ca lcu late New Path 
to Zero 

Yes 

No 

Figure 26: Check ifPath is Unique 

If there is commonality between paths, this means the paths cross, which reduces efficiency 

as the routes are gathering redundant information. If a non-unique path is found, the selected 

destination is removed from the stochastic proportional selection and a new destination is chosen. 

This will encourage certain members of the swarm to visit areas to which they may be closest, as 
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it would not be efficient for another member to access this location. If these tests are passed, the 

chosen destination is set as the future destination and the paths and inertia of the UAV are updated, 

shown in Figure 27. 

lnert~a Pc1 'ths D~c;:tination 

Figure 27: The Final Output ofthe Decision-Making Process 

With these additional features in place and the basic framework built, a simulation is 

created to test the rigor of the proposed algorithms. 
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Chapter 4 - Simulation 

An important step to validate the proposed methodology is a digital simulation. By creating 

a sufficiently realistic digital environment, a simulation is executed to evaluate the performance of 

the swarm characteristics. By comparing these swarm performance metrics to alternative methods, 

the value of the proposed method is demonstrated, which could be extended to a real-world 

application. In this chapter the details of this simulation and the assumptions taken are described. 

Before coding the simulation, a real-life natural disaster must be chosen to recreate, as this would 

offer a relevant environment for the swarm to operate. The details of this selection can be found 

in Section 4.1. From here, Section 4.2 explains how the environment is coded. The entire 

simulation is conducted in MATLAB. Several constant parameters are used to create an accurate 

environment. These are shown in Section 4.3 and do not change through the simulation. The 

variables containing swarm and flood information are explained in Section 4.4. These variables, 

unlike the constant parameters, are updated throughout the simulation depending on the status of 

the simulation. Since the performance of the swarm is heavily driven by multiple design 

parameters defined in Chapter 3, an optimization is run on these parameters to allow the swarm to 

function at its maximum capacity. The MATLAB function fmincon is used to optimize the 

parameters, which is presented in Section 4.5. An overview of this entire process is given in 

Section 4.6, where pseudocode is provided to organize the presentation of the simulation. To give 

a metric for comparison, two additional swarm methods are created in Section 4.7. Both of these 

alternatives use a swarm size equal to that of the intelligent swarm. The first method, an exhaustive 

search, behaves predictably, performing a thorough search of the area through a series of sweeps. 

The second method is a random search, in which the destinations of the UAVs are assigned to 

random locations. 
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4.1 - Selection of Geography 

In selecting an area of relevance, an area of frequent flooding is desired to evaluate a 

relevant scenario. The search for a location is limited to the United States, as the amount and 

availability of disaster data makes constructing the simulation possible. The main government 

agency that handles natural disasters is FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency). As a 

branch of the Department of Homeland Security, the main duties of this agency are to coordinate 

and execute disaster response when local authorities are overwhelmed. Since FEMA is a federal 

agency, help is only administered when requested by a local government. In addition to providing 

services during and after natural disasters, FEMA also does significant work in data analysis and 

helping in various ways to prevent additional damage from natural disasters. One way in which 

this is done is through the creation of flood maps, which assess risk values for regions in the United 

States. Currently the entire country is fully mapped by FEMA for flood prediction. Using the 

FEMA website, these flood maps can be accessed to help choose an environment to test these 

algorithms. An interesting metric to consider is the level of disaster resilience in a specific area, 

which is also recorded by FEMA based on statistical data. Disaster resilience, which is not 

necessarily related in any way to frequencies of natural disasters, is a method of quantifying the 

robustness of a certain community to prepare and recover from a natural disaster. A map of the 

disaster resilience in the United States is shown in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28: A Disaster Resilience Map ofthe United States [38] 

In selecting a region to perform the simulation, an area of lower resilience provides more 

information than a higher one. The reason for this is related to the preparation leading up to a 

natural disaster. For example, floods are usually caused by severe storms which are often at least 

partially predictable several days before they strike. In an area with high resilience, the likelihood 

of evacuation or proper preparation is greater, which would lead to a less urgent need for survivor 

discover as the disaster occurred. For these reasons, a more rural or unprepared area should be 

used. 

Since Puerto Rico is a territory of the United States, it is included under FEMA's 

jurisdiction. Due to its recent flood devastation as well as its appropriate characteristics (low 

resilience, high flood occurrence, data available), the island of Puerto Rico is chosen for the 

simulation. Figure 29 shows a close up of downtown San Juan with its corresponding flood risk 
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areas. Although the island is very mountainous, the majority of its population lives close to the 

shore, which has a lower elevation and is prone to flooding due to tropical storms [39]. 
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Figure 29: A Risk Map ofSan Juan [7} 

4.2 - Environment Generation 

To create the environment accurately, a method is required to incorporate real-life elevation 

data into a virtual environment. Using a topography mapping website that is built on the framework 

used by Google maps, http ://en-us.topographic-map.com, the elevation ofthe island ofPuerto Rico 

can be seen in Figure 31. Using the color scheme from this map, image processing can be used to 

extract elevation data into a virtual environment. 
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Figure 30: A Topographic Map ofPuerto Rico [40} 

Although San Juan and its surrounding areas have the densest population, a more rural 

area in risk of flooding is chosen to test the algorithm. An urban environment would not be as 

effective because there would be less of a search process. Figure 31 shows a rural portion in the 

north-west portion of the island. 
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Figure 31: Topography ofNorthwestern Puerto Rico 

By reducing this image down to a 450x450 pixel image and removing the areas of 

existing water, Figure 32 is created. 

Figure 32: The 450x450 Topography Image 
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To translate this image into a virtual environment, some basic image processing tools 

must be used. The standard representation of a color image in a computer is an RGB (Red, 

Green, Blue) format. This involves three matrices of equal size, each detailing the levels of red, 

green, and blue in each pixel respectively. By combining the three elements in the RGB matrices, 

the final color of each pixel can be generated. 

An alternative method of representing a color image is the HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) 

format. Like RGB, three matrices are still required to provide all required information. The hue 

matrix defines the color in the pixel, the saturation defines the intensity of that color, and the 

value represents its darkness, as demonstrated by Figure 33. 

Figure 33: The Meanings ofHue, Saturation, and Value [40} 

In order to translate the colored map image into a 3D environment, the principles of the 

HSV color representation can be leveraged to project each pixel ' s elevation relative to its hue 

value. Using MATLAB, the image is first translated into the HSV format for processing. Paying 

careful attention to the scale of the elevation, the hue values are projected into a 3D space. This 

resulting surface, shown in Figure 34, will serve as the environment for the simulations. The 

highest peaks in this graphic are over 200 meters, which is far above any recorded flood. While a 
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Figure 34: The Generated Geography ofNorth-Western Puerto Rico 

very severe flood should be modeled to test robustness, the entire map will not be submerged by 

the end of the simulation. This will make some areas of the environment "safe" from the waters, 

which helps the algorithm to prioritize the areas of urgency. The size of this square is 25km by 

25km, giving a large environment for the swarm to explore, but still a reasonable scale for the 

limited performance of the UAVs. Figure 35 shows the placement of the survivors within the 

environment. With the environment complete, the details of the simulation can be discussed. 
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Figure 35: The Survivor Placement in the Environment 

4.3 - Constant Parameters 

Several constants exist which affect the execution of the simulation. Many of these are set 

from hardware constraints or feasibility requirements. Note that these are separate from the swarm 

operation parameters which are optimized in 4.5. The variables' name, description, and value can 

be found in Table 5. 
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Table 5: Constant Parameters Used in the Simulation 

Variable Name Description Variable Value 

nUAV Number ofUAVs in Swarm 12 

Vnom Nominal Velocity ofUAVs 6.67 mis 

UAVvision Line of Sight of Each U AV 100m 

floodrate Rate of Rise in Floodwaters 4.8 m/hr 

timestep Timestep in Simulation 15 sec 

SimTime Total Duration of Simulation 4 hours 

NSurvivors Total Number of Survivor Groups 50/100 

land Geography of Environment See 4.2 

ComRange Range Limit of Communication 3km 

BattLife Battery Life ofUAV 40min 

A swarm size of 12 is chosen to be used. A swarm size too small will not be able to 

coordinate sufficiently to prove the method's effectiveness, whereas a swarm size too large would 

struggle to properly assign future locations. Various swarm sizes or even a swarm size that adjusts 

during simulation are also possible, but for the scope of validating the proposed method these are 

not necessary. 

The nominal velocity is a hardware constraint set by the drone manufacturer [ 41]. This 

nominal velocity is considered independent from any changes in elevation that the UAVs 

experience, as the grade of these ascents and descents is negligible. Although flood rates are much 

more complex in reality, a constant flood rate is set for the scope of this project. Since accurate 

flood modeling is not the focus ofthis work, this simplification removes unnecessary complication. 

A 30-second timestep is used along with a 5-hour simulation time for a total of 600 

iterations per run. 50/100 survivor groups are generated at random locations within the 
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environment, depending on the parameters of the simulation. Although the population of this area 

is much higher than 100 groups of people, the assumption that a portion of the residents have 

already evacuated is made to better display the search aspect of the algorithm. The communication 

range, as discussed in Chapter 2, is set by evaluating similar technology and its respective 

limitations. Lastly, a limited battery life is implemented to limit the flight time ofeach U AV. When 

this set time has expired, the destination of the UAV is overwritten and it is sent back to its starting 

location, where it is replaced by a fresh UAV while it recharges. This replacement requires a 

variable swarm size, as each member of the swarm cannot have a specific task, but must instead 

be interchangeable. This also supports the benefit of a decentralized approach, as the decision

making process is identical for each member. 

4.4 - Variable Representation 

In the simulation, all variables can be characterized into one of two categories: swarm 

knowledge and global knowledge. Swarm knowledge is the knowledge accessible by the swarm 

and is comprised only of data gathered by the UAVs. Initially, there is no swarm knowledge, as 

there is no information given to the swarm initially except the bounds of the search area. Global 

knowledge is information about the environment, the survivors, and the flood that may or may not 

be known to the swarm. This information is required to run the simulation. These two variable sets 

are kept separate as all decision-making in the swarm must be based on only the information they 

have found so far. When a UAV gathers data on a certain area of the environment, that specific 

portion of the global matrix is copied onto the swarm knowledge matrix. By doing this, it is very 

easy to separate the simulation so it can properly run and simultaneously be discovered. Table 6 
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gives a brief overview of the variables used in the simulation. As the simulation progresses, these 

values are updated and changed accordingly. 

Variable Name 

UAVLoc 

Water Height 

land 

destination 

known 

interest 

sloe 

sfound 

deadzones 

Table 6: A List ofthe Variables in the Simulation 

Description 

Location of Each UAV in Swarm 

Current Elevation of the Flood 

Geography of the Environment 

Destinations of Each Swarm Member 

Geographic Information Discovered by the Swarm 

Interest Values for Each Location in Environment 

Coordinates of Survivors 

Coordinates of Survivors Discovered by Swarm 

Uninteresting Areas Deprioritized for Re-exploration 

Global or Swarm? 

Both 

Global 

Global 

Swarm 

Swarm 

Swarm 

Global 

Swarm 

Swarm 

4.5 - Swarm Behavior Parameter Optimization 

The final step before the simulation can be run is to optimize the methodology parameters 

used to control the swarm behavior. From Equations 1-3 in Chapter 2, several parameters are left 

as variables as it is not obvious what value they should take to maximize the performance of the 

swarm. A list of these parameters along with their descriptions is shown in Table 7. 
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Table 7: Algorithm Parameters and Their Bounds 

Parameter Name Description Constraint Bounds 

IntRatio Initial Interest to Interest Regeneration Ratio [O oo) 

k Interest Exponential Weighting Constant [0 3.0] 

Dmax Maximum Destination Distance [0km25km] 

Dmin Minimum Destination Distance [0km25km] 

IntBlock The Number of the Interest Subdivisions [25 225]* 

*Can only occur in square 
numbers [5 2 152 ] 

Recall from Chapter 2 the simplified objective function used to measure the performance 

ofa swarm, 

Performance5warm = LSurvivorsFound (1) 

with n being the total number of survivor groups found by the swarm. Using this function,fmincon 

can be used to optimize the parameters. The simulation was modified to be written as a function 

with the given parameters as inputs and the performance as an output. For this optimization, a 

random number generator seed is used to recreate the exact same survivor location so there is a 

metric for comparison. fmincon is an established MATLAB optimization algorithm that requires 

only an objective function, the variables to be optimized, and their respective bounds. 

Because of the high level of variance in the nature of the problem, a single test run would 

not be reliable to obtain an accurate performance measurement, so each function evaluation is 

calculated by averaging the performance of 50 runs. The purpose of this is to give a broader sense 

of the expected outcome using these parameters. To evaluate if the results are consistent enough 
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to perform an optimization, a simulation with static parameters is run 10 times. The survivor 

discovery percentage as well as the standard deviation of the data is shown in Table 8. 

Table 8: An Identical Simulation Run JO Times to Checkfor Consistency 

Metric Value(%) 

Average of10 Runs 75.4 

Best Run 76.1 

Worst Run 74.8 

Standard Deviation 0.0098 

Although there is some variance in the performance of these runs, the standard deviation 

is small enough that the performance of the swarm is an accurate measurement of its performance. 

Recall that each function evaluation is the average of 50 internal runs of the simulation. As each 

run will not perform the exact same, the convergence criteria of the optimization algorithm is set 

accordingly. The default value of 10-6 is clearly too small. The optimization process would rarely 

converge due to the noise in the simulation preventing this criteria from being met. Instead, the 

algorithm is set to terminate when the generational improvement drops below 0.5%. This relatively 

large convergence criteria may lead to a solution that is slightly sub-optimal. The variance in 

objective function makes this problem very difficult to circumvent. The scope of this project is 

simply to demonstrate the potential value in using swarm intelligence in a survivor search process. 

While an efficient swarm is needed to show the effectiveness of the methodology, a perfectly 

optimized swarm is not necessary. Because of this, for the scope this work, this small potential 

inaccuracy is acceptable. The user interface given in MATLAB to use this optimization function 

is shown in Figure 36. 
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Figure 36: Thefmincon GUI 

Using the starting values given in Table 9, the optimization of these parameters is run using 

fmincon. The interior point algorithm is used with all derivatives being gradient supplied within 

the algorithm. Due to the expensive needs of the function evaluation, the optimization ran in 

roughly 16 hours and converged at the 9th generation. The results of this optimization are also 

shown in Table 9. 

Table 9: The Results ofthe Parameter Optimization 

Variable Starting Value Optimized Value 

IntRatio 100 45 

k 0.2 0.6 

Dmax 15 15.8 

Dmin 2 2.0 

IntBlock 15 15* 

•srnce tne srze 1s nxea at 22s,onry ractors or 22s me possrore sorunons,r.e. s, s, 9, rs, 2s etc. 

Several issues emerge through this optimization. In the optimization process, the Dmax 

and Dmin parameters seem to have very little impact on the output of the objective function. This 

phenomenon is confirmed through a series of tests with these values changing manually. Unless 
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at extremes, such as a very short maximum distance, these parameters seem to be inactive. This is 

not a problem for the effectiveness of the swarm, but it is worth noting that the exact value of these 

parameters is not important. Because of this, their values hardly changed through the optimization 

process. 

An IntRatio of 45 was returned as this variable's optimum value. The application of this 

value relates to the initial interest values of the environment being 45 times greater than the 

iterative regeneration of interest that occurs every timestep. This is a logical value, as a range too 

high would over prioritize regions that are not ideal and a value too low would fail to encourage 

unique exploration of regions that contain unknown information. 

A k value of 0.6 results in a partial weighting of distance in the destination assignment 

algorithm. This is perhaps the most important parameter in this framework. When comparing 

interest value of certain areas of the environment, the time it takes to get to them must be 

considered in assigning an estimated values to be gained by visiting this area. A k value between 

0 and 1 signifies that this distance is important, but it is often a prudent choice to select a destination 

beyond the immediate surroundings if the interest value is great enough. With the parameters fully 

defined for the optimal swarm, the order of the simulation can be shown through a pseudocode. 

4.6 - Pseudocode 

A pseudocode showing the order of the simulation can be seen in Figure 37. Following the 

basic setup of the environment and the initial destinations of the UAVs, the simulation continues 

to run inside a while loop until the entire landmass is submerged. The decision-making process 

presented in Figure 15 is contained within the highlighted section in lines 10-14. The bulk of the 
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proposed theory lies in line 11 , where the UAV has reached its destination and the next destination 

is assignment. 

1- Para.T11eter Setup 

2- L and Gen eration 

3- UAV Initialization 

4- Misc Initialization 

5- while t < SimTime 

6- Calculate new water height 

?- Calculate new land height 

8- Update known in:formationj 

9- for i=l:Swarm Size %:for each UAV 

10- if UAV Location (i) = Destination(i) 

11- Assign n ew destination 

12- else 

13- UAV position updates 

14- end 

15- end 

16- t=t+ti.mestep 

n- Update plots 

lB- end 

Figure 3 7: Pseudocode for the Simulation 

Reference Appendix A for a full transcript of the code used. Using MATLAB, many 

operations are written as separate functions to be called from a main script. This includes 

calculating new water height, updating the known information, assigning a new destination, and 

updating the plots. This is done for organizational purposes to keep the code clean and compact, 

as well as ease of debugging. In total, five different scripts are involved in the final simulation, 

including an additional two scripts to generate the initial land data and produce various graphs for 

visualization. This process runs in just under 4 minutes and involves 600 iterations per run. 

Additional images of the simulation can also be found in Appendix B. 

4.7 - Exhaustive Search Metric and Random Search 

To compare the performance ofthe swarm to an alternative method, two benchmark control 

scripts are written. First an exhaustive search method is used in which every area of the map is 
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explored in a systematic progression. This will ensure all survivors are located, although the lack 

of intelligence exploration may fail to correctly prioritize urgent areas, resulting in the waters 

overcoming survivors before they are found. The second method ofcomparison is a random search 

in which the swarm is not sharing information and each member moves randomly looking for 

survivors. While it is clear neither of these alternatives are optimal, the performance comparison 

should serve to validate the potential of the proposed method. It is difficult to form metrics for this 

application as there are very limited alternatives that currently exist in this field. 

4.7.1- Exhaustive Search 

Using a swarm size equal to that of the intelligent swarm, an exhaustive search is performed 

by conducting a series of sweeps across the map. No area of the map is explored twice and no area 

is left unexplored at the end of the simulation, shown in Figure 38. 
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Figure 38: An Exhaustive Search ofan Area 

In this application, the environment is 225 x 225, covering an area of 50,625 occupiable 

spaces. With a nominal velocity of 6.67 mis, a line-of-sight of 100m, and 12 UAVs in a swarm, 

the exhaustive search will complete between 6 and 7 hours, which is just beyond the 5 hour limit 
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of the simulation. This means a small area of the environment will not be explored due to time 

constraints. 

To avoid a testing bias, the initial direction of this sweeping approach is varied to give a 

clearer picture of the performance of the method instead of the relying heavily on the specific 

environment layout. A total of eight sweeps are used, each starting from a comer and beginning 

their sweep horizontally or vertically. Further discussion of the testing bias of this method can be 

found in Section 5.1. 

4.7.2 - Random Search 

The random search metric will operate randomly. Each UAV in this swarm will make its 

destination decisions fully randomly, subject to the same maximum and minimum movement 

distances used in the intelligence swarm. Since the environment is created using a seeded 

generator, the random search metric will be run an equal amount to compare with the intelligent 

swarm. The exhaustive search however, due to no heuristic behavior, will perform the exact same 

every run, so it is only run once. 
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Chapter 5 - Results 

Following the optimization of the swarm parameters, the simulation can be run for 

evaluation. All simulations are run in MATLAB. See Appendix A for a full transcript ofcode used. 

Figure 39 shows the initial stages of the simulation. No information is known by the swarm at this 

moment, causing the known information plot to be empty, as well as the interest for various regions 

of the map to be equal, as no data is known to inform these choices. 

a) b)
An Overview of the Simulation at 12 Minutes An Aerial Top View of the Simulation 
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Figure 39: The Initial Exploration ofthe Environment 
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Within this figure, a) shows an overview of the operation with the UA V swarm shown in 

red asterisks flying above the geography ofPuerto Rico, and b) shows an aerial view looking down 

on the simulation area. In this plot, the geography, UAV locations, UAV destinations, and the 

survivor locations are all labeled. In the contour plot the blue lines represent a location where the 

water and land are meeting. These edges are important as survivors near an edge have the more 

urgent circumstances. The plots in c) and d) represent the information known by the swarm, which 

at this initial stage is nothing. The spike downwards seen in the interest matrix represents the only 

amount of known information gathered by the swarm, as this is the starting location. Beyond this 

small amount of known information, the interest for the rest of the map is constant, as the swarm 

does not have any additional information. 

Figure 40, shown on the next page, is the same swarm further along in its simulation. Plots 

a) and b) in this figure represent the same information as the previous figure. These first two plots 

show global information, built from data the swarm does not have access to. Alternatively, the c) 

and d) show what the swarm does know and the decision-making information used to assign future 

destination. In c) the summed interest matrix can be seen, which estimates the value in exploring 

an area based on its best guess as to its contents. Although the contents of high interest areas do 

not always contain survivors, they do have a greater chance ofdoing so. Recall that no information 

beyond the bounds of the search area are given to the swarm. Lastly, d) shows the geographic 

information that the swarm has collected and shared. This figure is a partial glimpse of the 

information shown in the upper right, revealing only areas that have been visited by the swarm. 

This limited information is what the future destinations are drawn from. 
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a) b)
An Overview of the Simulation at 261 Minutes An Aerial Top View of the Simulation 
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Figure 40: A Full Simulation in Progress 

A key feature that sets the intelligent swarm apart is its ability to interpret the information 

known to identify regions of the map to avoid. In theory, the identification of "dead zones" as 

described in Chapter 3 should lead to a low interest value for regions where survivors are not being 

found. By lowering these values, these areas fall to a lower priority in the destination assignment 

algorithm and will not be further explored, leaving the UAVs to focus on more urgent areas. 
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An example of this deprioritization in practice can be seen in Figure 41 and Figure 42. 

When compared side by side, it can be seen that the area of the map in the lower right comer, an 

area occupied only by water, should be identified as a zone ofvery low interest. There is no chance 

any space in this area will contain valuable information, so it is a poor use of valuable time. This 

corresponds to the same region on the interest matrix in Figure 42, where this region is shown to 

have a low interest value. 
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Figure 41: An Illustration ofIdentifying Areas ofLower Interest 
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Figure 42: Summed Interest Matrix for Figure 41 

The low interest values in this dead zone show that the swarm has successfully identified 

this area of the map as a low priority. This is very important to efficiently explore the area. 

5.1 - Swarm Performance and Comparison to Exhaustive and 

Random Search 

In this section the performance of the three methods are compared. Using the same set of 

survivor locations and an identical flood for replicative consistency, both the intelligent and 

random searches are run 50 times. Running on an Intel® Core™ i5-3340M CPU @ 2.70GHz 

processor with 8GB of useable ram, each function evaluation for the intelligent search took 

between 20 and 30 seconds, giving a simulation run time between 15 and 20 minutes. The random 
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search was slightly faster and runs in just under 10 minutes. The exhaustive search only needs to 

be run eight times for its eight path direction, which runs in under a minute. 

In total, three sets of simulations are run to observe the robustness of the different 

approaches. The first simulation is populated by 50 survivors. The second simulation contains 100 

survivors. The third simulation also contains only 50 survivors but with an accelerated flood rate 

to push the capabilities of the swarm algorithms. The first simulation is described in detail, 

explaining the individual performances ofeach technique followed by the final data given in Table 

10 and graphs of the swarm performances. The second and third simulations contain only the final 

results, as the process is identical. Finally, the data is combined across all simulations to observe 

the consistency of the performance results. 

The first simulation is run with a survivor count of 50 and a flood rate of 4.8 m/hr. These 

three results are first shown separately and then combined in Figure 46 for comparison. 
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Figure 43: The Exhaustive Search Performance 
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The exhaustive search performance is seen in Figure 43. In this graph, the prolonged flat 

portions without discoveries can be explained by observing the large areas of water in the search 

area. Shown in Figure 35, there are areas of the environment that contain only water, and therefore 

no survivors. As the swarm does not operate with intelligence, these large, uninteresting areas are 

still covered by the sweeping pattern of the search, yielding no survivor discoveries. The direction 

and starting location of these sweeps determines the order in which these areas are explored. The 

swarms that perform the best are those that leave these areas for last to explore, as the early stages 

of the simulation are spent scouting urgent areas in which survivors can be found. While some of 

these starting points are better than others, the assumption of a flat-prior environment means no 

information is known as the simulation begins, so an informed origin is not plausible. The relative 

differences between these various sweeps is present, but does not vary significantly enough to 

discredit the usage of the average performance in comparison. The common patterns of the 

performance can be seen in Figure 43 , as all exhaustive search techniques explore the same 

environment, albeit in a different order. All ofthese swarms experience periods where no survivors 

are found, explained by the swarm passing over open waters. These effects are major drawbacks 

of an exhaustive search method. 
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Figure 44: The Random Search Pe,formance Showing Survivors Found vs. Time 

The random search performance is shown in Figure 44. The average performance 1s 

highlighted in the bold line with the individual runs shown as the lighter gray lines. From the 50 

runs, only 25 are shown on the plot for visual clarity. One interesting feature to notice is the relative 

linearity of the discoveries. Aside from the ending stages of the simulation where the performance 

started to trail off, the survivors were discovered at a consistent rate. As this swarm operates fully 

at random, these discoveries are made by luck. With all 12 UAVs moving in random directions, it 

is surprising how uniform the results appear. As the flood progresses and redundancy begins to 

play a role, the rate of discoveries trails off, which is to be expected. 
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Figure 45: The Intelligent Swarm Performance Finding Survivors vs. Time 

The intelligent swarm search is shown in Figure 45. Here there is a sharp increase in 

discoveries in the opening portion of the simulations following the initial exploration of roughly 

the first 200 iterations. This is a much improved performance, as the swarm is leveraging the 

information found in the initial exploration to visit regions of the map which they guess may 

contain survivors. While this guess is not always correct, the consistency in these rapid discoveries 

proves that as a whole these assumptions are correct more than they are false. Towards the end of 

the simulation the performance tapers off due to less remaining survivors that have not been 

discovered as well as an increased flood height. 

A comparison of the averages of these three methods is shown in Figure 46. Here it is clear 

that the intelligent search is the best performer. Although comparable at the beginning and the end 
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of the simulation, the heightened performance through the bulk of the simulation makes clear the 

value of implementing an intelligent swarm. 
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Figure 46: The Three Methods Compared with 50 Survivors in the Environment 

However, there is more to consider than simply comparing the averages of the three 

methods. As this method is to be implemented in a very urgent scenario, the concept of risk and 

variance must also be considered. This is further discussed in Section 5.2. The performance 

averages, ranges, and standard deviation are given in Table 10. 

Table 10: Performance Data from the Simulation 

Method Exhaustive Random Intelligent 
Average Survivors Located 22 18 30 
Best Performance (Survivors Found) 23 21 35 
Worst Performance (Survivors Found) 19 10 26 
Standard Deviation (Survivors Found) 1.30 2.95 2.74 
P-value < 0.0001 < 0.0001 
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The intelligent swarm outperforms the two alternate methods both in terms of rate of 

survivor discovery and total number ofsurvivors discovered over the run time. Locating an average 

of 30 survivors compared to the respective 18 and 22 survivors located by the random and 

exhaustive methods, the consistent performance of the intelligent search shows the value of such 

an approach. Unsurprisingly, the random swarm registered the greatest level of variance, finding 

success at times, but very inconsistently. The exhaustive search offers very consistent 

performance, with a marginal difference between its worst and best performances. The P-values 

from the statistical significance test, comparing the intelligent search to the random search, as well 

as the intelligent search to the exhaustive search, are extremely small, as shown in Table 10. These 

values signify that even with a somewhat small sample size (N=50), the two alternative methods 

are extremely unlikely to ever perform in the range of the intelligent swarm, at least for the given 

case study environment. It is also worth noting that even the worst performance of the intelligent 

swarm is still beyond the best performance of either alternative. 

The second simulation is run with identical parameters but using a survivor count of 100. 

By having more survivors in the environment, the search will not take as long between finds , which 

could affect the swarm performance. The results from this simulation are graphed in Figure 47, 

which shows nearly identical performance to the first test. 
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Figure 47: The Pe,formances ofthe Three Swarms with 100 Survivors 

Table 11 gives the average survivor count, the range, standard deviation, and P-values of 

the data collected in this test. 

Table 11: The Performance Data from Simulation 2 

Method Exhaustive Random Intelligent 
Average Survivors Located 48 49 75 
Best Performance (Survivors Found) 52 55 82 
Worst Performance (Survivors Found) 45 39 67 
Standard Deviation (Survivors Found) 1.09 3.72 4.24 
P-value < 0.0001 < 0.0001 

The third and final simulation was run again with 50 survivors, but with an accelerated 

flood rate. A value of9.8 m/hr is used to push the extreme capabilities of the algorithm. The results 

from this simulation are shown in Figure 48. 
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Figure 48: The Three Pe,formancesfor 50 Survivors and an Accelerated Flood 

The data from the final test is shown in Table 12. Again, very similar trends are seen. 

Table 12: The Third Simulation Results 

Method Exhaustive Random Intelligent 
Average Survivors Located 18 19 33 
Best Performance (Survivors Found) 19 23 37 
Worst Performance (Survivors Found) 16 15 26 
Standard Deviation (Survivors Found) 1.25 2.28 3.09 
P-value < 0.0001 < 0.0001 

The similarity of these three test results reinforces the value of the intelligent swarm. From 

this it is shown that regardless of the environment, an intelligent approach using the proposed 

methodology will outperform a random search as well as an exhaustive search. In all three 

simulations, even the worst performance of the intelligent swarm still discovered more than either 

of the two alternative swarms at their best. One issue that emerges from these tests, however, is 

the presence of significant variance. 
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5.2 - Variance in Swarm Performance 

By nature, the search process introduces a very high level of variance. This is true for any 

approach to this problem. Consider the standard deviations between these three methods shown in 

Table 10. Although the greatest standard deviation occurs in the intelligent search, even the worst 

performance of the intelligent search outperformed the best of either comparative method. While 

it may be possible to further reduce the variance in these swarm performances, the current level is 

acceptable, as the results are consistently successful in comparison to the alternative methods. The 

range of the intelligent search is also smaller than the range of random results. This suggests that 

while it is less predictable what exact value the intelligent swarm will return, it contains less 

outliers. In this situation, outliers are potentially dangerous, as a poor performance in an urgent 

situation such as disaster response could lead to the potential loss oflife. Additional steps to reduce 

variability in swarm performance are further discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 6 - Conclusion 

To conclude this thesis, a brief summary of the work presented is given, followed by a 

return to the research questions to discuss the answers discovered. The many possible directions 

that could extend from this work are then considered. This is a very large problem with a very 

exciting amount of potential. Many sub-problems and different approaches emerged throughout 

the creation of this work which could be very beneficial to the entire disaster relief process. 

6.1 - Thesis Summary 

There are many aspects to swarm theory. An increasing number of physical applications 

continue to emerge as technology becomes smarter, smaller, and faster. While even 20 years ago 

a project such as this might seem idealistic, the steps taken in recent years have shown that not 

only is technology capable of such feats , but the potential benefits offered from such applications 

guarantee their development. Many situations, such as natural disasters, exist where the unknown 

poses a threat to humanity. Natural disasters are especially difficult to understand as they are 

dynamically changing and evolving as they occur. One of their largest threats is the limitation of 

access to food, water, and medical supplies. While these needs themselves are not overly complex, 

identifying the needs on a large scale becomes very difficult to do manually. This is an ideal 

situation for technology to work in conjunction with manual rescue efforts to minimize the loss of 

human life. 

In formulating a swarm control method to search a defined region for survivors, the ability 

to identify targets through image processing, thermal imaging, or some alternative method must 

first be available. This technology does exist as discussed in Chapter 2, making an automated 

approach a possibility. Built upon this assumption, a decentralized control method to navigate a 
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swarm of UAVs through an environment with the goal of locating survivors trapped in the 

environment has significant value. 

Chapter 3 gives details as to how this swarm theory can be applied to a physical design 

space to maximize the value of information gathered by the swarm. Although built upon 

established swarm principles, the umqueness of the specific application forces several 

modifications. Due to the nature of a flood scenario, it is clear that areas oflow elevation are much 

more urgent than a mountainous region. Likewise, an area already fully submerged by the waters 

provides no chance of containing survivors. By using this information as the swarm operates, the 

areas ofhighest importance can be given priority, exploring the most important areas first. Limited 

by communication range as well as a nominal velocity from the hardware available, the members 

of the swarm must work together towards a common goal to be effective. 

To validate the proposed method, Chapter 4 gives the details of a flood simulation. Using 

Hurricane Maria and her effects on Puerto Rico as a case study, the geography of this region was 

created and populated with a set ofsurvivors. By allowing the swarm to operate in this environment 

as the waters rise, the effectiveness of the various elements of the swarm theory can be observed. 

Various test conditions are used to test the robustness of the proposed methodology. To obtain a 

benchmark for comparison, two additional swarm methods were tested. The first moved 

completely at random with no communication between members. The second performed an 

exhaustive search in which the UAVs arranged themselves in a line and explored the map through 

a series of sweeps. 

The results from these simulations are reported and explored in Chapter 5. In every 

scenario, the intelligent swarm outperforms the two alternative methods in the amount of survivors 

the swarm is able to locate, supporting the value of the proposed method. Additional metrics, such 
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as variance in performance, are also compared. The intelligent approach again outperforms its 

simple counterparts. 

From this, the premise of the thesis is confirmed. Although there are many details to be 

worked out before a physical implementation, the potential in a method such as an intelligent 

swarm offers a noteworthy improvement over current practice. Removing the error in human 

decision-making through the use of technology is a task that is being implemented in many 

industries. The process of disaster response and relief is an excellent fit for this as well, as the 

consequences of failure can be extreme. 

6.2 - Research Questions Revisited 

With the study complete, the research questions posed in Chapter 1 can be revisited and 

answered. 

6.2.1 - Question 1 

What is an appropriate set of objectives for this swarm? From the literature reviewed in 

Chapter 2, it was found that under current FEMA protocol, the search and rescue is commonly 

combined to be conducted by the same rescue team. This splits their time between searching and 

rescuing. If an automated process can instead perform the search aspect, the rescue team would be 

free to focus only on rescue, a feat that would be very difficult to automate using UAVs. Because 

of this, the objectives given to the swarm are simply to find and locate survivors, reporting their 

coordinates to an external rescue operation. 

6.2.2 - Question 2 

How can an automated UAV swarm be controlled to gather useful decision-making 

information during an ongoing natural disaster? By assigning each area in the environment 
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with a level of interest, regions of the map that have the highest probability of containing 

undiscovered survivors can be given priorities over areas that have yielded no value. To discretize 

the decision-making process, a destination can be assigned to each member of the swarm. While 

this UAV heads toward its destination, it and other members are actively gathering and sharing 

information such that when the destination is reached, the environment is understood better than 

it was previously. With this new information, another destination can be assigned and the process 

repeats. Applying this decentralized approach to each individual UAV within the swarm allows 

multiple individual decision-makers to work together as a team towards a common mission. 

a) How can the swarm operation be parameterized and optimized to complete its 

objective? In order to optimize the performance of the swarm through 

parameterization, a discrete objective is required to assign a numeric value to the 

performance of the swarm. For this application, the number of survivors discovered in 

the simulation can be used as a measure of performance for optimization. In order to 

optimize the behavior of the swarm, parameters must be used that contribute to the 

tendencies of the swarm. Within the given framework, four parameters for operation 

are defined. 

The first parameter used relates to the interest values of the environment. As the 

interest plays a large role is prioritizing the destination assignments, it dramatically 

affects the behavior of the swarm. It is desirable to prioritize regions whose contents 

are unknown. This is incorporated through initialization of the interest variable. 

Beyond initialization, the interest values of the environment also rise as the simulation 

progresses. The ratio between this initial value and the rate ofregeneration per iteration 

is defined as IntRatio, which is the first parameter used in optimization. A ratio value 
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of 0, for example, would indicate no initial interest values, leaving little distinction 

between the previously explored regions of the swarm and unknown areas. 

Alternatively, a ratio value of infinity would suggest that there is no regeneration of 

interest in regions that have already been explored and only the initialization would 

drive the destination assignment process. 

The second parameter used in optimization is an exponential coefficient k, which 

defines the penalty of distance in assigning destinations. Because the highest interest 

value in the simulation may be far away and better explored by a different UAV, the 

distance from a potential destination and a UAV must play a role in assigning a value 

to this move. The goal of this parameter is to encourage the UAVs to explore the 

optimal areas of interest that are also close to them. See Equation 2 for a full 

implementation of the k exponent. The effect of this parameter can range from no 

distance penalty to exponential weighting of nearby moves. 

The final parameters relate to a maximum and minimum destination distance. 

While local exploration does seem efficient, as it takes very little time, it is undesirable 

to be stuck in a small area when there are more urgent needs elsewhere. Likewise, 

excessively long moves take very long to complete. During these moves, additional 

information is being gathered that may change the prioritization of the map regions, 

nullifying the current destination. To avoid this, a maximum distance is also set to make 

sure the destinations are assigned more often and are up to date from the current 

information. These parameters, Dmin and Dmax, are optimized to maximize 

performance. 
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These four parameters heavily influence the performance of the swarm, which 

allows for their optimization. Depending on the environment, these parameters may 

take various values to form a specific optimal swarm, creating a robust framework with 

many applications. 

b) How can the swarm approach be validated? For the flooding scenario, full validation 

ofthe proposed method is difficult as there are very few swarm approaches to a problem 

such as this for comparison. However, to validate the approach to a degree, a random 

search is used for comparison in which a swarm of equal size operates similar to the 

intelligent swarm but with random destination assignments. Although manually 

controlled search teams are slightly more intelligent than a purely random search, 

neither method contains any optimization of the mission at hand, so they are 

comparable. The main difference here is a semi-intelligent, human-driven search team 

may avoid redundant exploration based on their memory. 

A secondary method for comparison is also used by creating a swarm that performs 

an exhaustive search of the area. Here, the members of the swarm group together and 

execute a series of sweeps across the environment, covering the entirety of the 

environment in search for survivors. By comparing the proposed intelligent method to 

these two alternatives, the performance can be partially validated. 

6.3 - Future Work 

There are many directions this work can progress in the future. Through this work, more 

questions were unearthed than answered. Due to the scale of the issues involved, many 
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assumptions are made in constructing the work proposed m this thesis. Several of these 

assumptions could be valuable to research in more depth. 

6.3.1- Communication Modeling 

Although a basic communication restriction is present in this work, the complexity of swarm 

communication is an enormous task in itself When sharing information, especially with a 

decentralized approach as each agent needs full access to the entirety of known data, 

communication range becomes a very important topic. A communication range in a sense is not a 

concrete distance from which beyond no information can be sent. In practice, an approach towards 

a limitation in communication range leads to dramatic packet loss until this loss finally reaches 

100% and there is no communication. Modeling the equations used in packet loss is very complex. 

Packet loss does not always mean this information is lost, but only means that the delivery has 

failed. This information can be resent additional times, meaning that this problem is not significant 

unless there is substantial packet loss. 

This is a highly researched topic in the television industry as it is very common. As an 

example, the pixelization of a cable signal during a thunderstorm is the packet loss from the 

satellite to the dish. In these storms, it is common for some information to come through, but the 

lack of full audio or visual detail makes the result incomprehensible. 

Another direction this work could go as it relates to communication modeling is selective 

network creation, which only shares certain information with part of the swarm. If a method was 

created to assess the information required by each swarm member to make their individual 

decisions, it is possible that the entire database ofknown information would not need to be shared. 

Only the required information would be sent to each specific UAV, which would free up 
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considerable room in the bandwidth of the communication network. This would also save battery 

and computational time. 

6.3.2- Variable Swarm Size 

A static swarm size of 12 is used in this work to validate the proposed methodology. The 

framework used to control the UAVs, however, is not limited to any specific swarm size. An 

interesting study could be conducted to evaluate the effect of swarm size on performance. An ideal 

swarm size would involve a tradeoff between swarm performance and resources required to 

accommodate the corresponding swarm size. A larger swarm size would likely increase the rate in 

which survivors are found up to a certain swarm size, in which a point of diminishing returns 

would be reached. Additional swarm size also puts an additional strain on the bandwidth of these 

UAVs and may hinder their ability to share their information effectively. A swarm size of several 

hundred may seem like an effective solution, but the reality of this may be questionable. While a 

swarm size of 12 was sufficient for this work, this additional study could unearth interesting 

observations that would be valuable. 

6.3.3- Other Disaster Applications 

While the scope of this project was limited to flood scenarios, the search aspect of the 

algorithm has many additional applications. The search for humans in need of help is a very 

common occurrence. 

A forest fire could offer a very interesting environment in which this swarm could operate. 

As the extreme heat and lack ofvisibility would prohibit the swam from operating above engulfed 

areas, limitations would have to be constructed to restrict the swarm operation to the surrounding 

areas, searching for survivors trapped while simultaneously tracking the coverage of the fire. 
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Perhaps an additional measure could be added to attach a payload onto the UAVs to directly 

combat the spread of the fire. 

Using the developing technology for human identification, a war scenario would also be 

interesting to evaluate. An autonomous swarm in this situation would be additionally valuable as 

the danger of manned aircraft in hostile environments could be avoided. With locating wounded 

soldiers as the objective, the swarm could operate in unknown areas, gathering information along 

the way. A variable swarm size would be vital for the success of such an application, as enemy 

forces are likely to destroy one or many of the UAVs. The ability to adapt and adjust to a varying 

swarm size would be an interesting aspect to this unique problem. 

A third application of this technology could be manhunt situations used by the police. 

When criminals are fleeing the law, they often take to remote environments to hide from police. 

Much of the search operation as it currently operates is done with humans and dogs, with 

occasional aerial surveillance. All of these methods have an element of danger to them, as the 

outlaw can be armed and willing to cause harm. An automated search process here may be useful 

in reducing the danger involved with these operations. 

6.3.4 - Interaction with Survivors 

The proposed algorithm currently only considers the search aspect of the rescue. When a 

survivor is located, the UAV continues its search, leaving the survivor for a separate rescue 

operation. A refined model that involved basic communication with the survivor would be 

interesting. Through some basic communication, the needs of the survivor could be established. 

This additional information may prove useful to rescue operations as it would help assign an 

urgency metric to each survivor so those in the most danger could be helped first. Some basic 

guidance could also be offered autonomously, such as directing survivors to group together for 
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fewer stops by the rescue operation or directing them towards the nearest triage center depending 

on the severity of the environment. 

These potential applications open a door to endless possibilities in which technology can be 

used to save lives. This is a concept that is already starting to be seen in current times, and as the 

pace of technology continues to make long strides, the possibility of the humanitarian applications 

is thrilling. 
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Appendix A 

% Jamie Asbach 
% October 10th , 2017 - May 25th 2018 
% Master 's Thesis Simulation 
% Advisor: Dr. Kemper Lewis 

c l ear all ; c l ose all ; c l c; 

%% Parameters from Optimization 
c0 =45; %Initial Interest Value [0 1000] 
c =l; %Interest Regeneration Constant [ 0 5] 
k=0.6; %exponential weighting constant [0 3] 
Dmax=l 5; %max move distance in km [ 0 25] 
Dmin=2; %min move distance in km [ 0 25] 

%% Parameters 
g l oba l space floodrate timestep focusregions k Dmin Dmax 
space=225; % Size of design space to explore in hectoameters (100m per 
element) 
floodrate=0.1; % The rise of water per timestep in meters 
timestep=0.5; % In minutes , the resolution of the delta t 
focusregions=15; % The refinement of the interest map (mesh coarseness) 
ndrones =1 2; % Number of drones in swarm 
MaxV=l 0; % Max speed of the drones in m/s 
DroneVision=2; % Radius of line of sight of drone cameras in hectometers 
contour l ayers=8 ; 

%% Land Generation (Currently a Test Run) 
[X Y] = meshgrid( linspace( - 2*pi +0.05,2*pi - 0.05 , space) , linspace (-
2*pi +0.05 , 2*pi - 0.05 , space)); 
% land=sin(X) ./X+sin(Y) ./Y; % Height values of the land , constant 
l and = l oad( 'PRG2.txt' ); 
WaterHeight=zeros(space); 
HOW=l and- WaterHeight; 
% KnownHillLoc=[50; 50]; %manual input of known basic geography peaks for 
edge dominance 

%% Drone Initiation 
DroneLoc=[ cei l (space / 2)*ones(ndrones ,1 ) ones(ndrones ,1 ) ] ; % Entry point is 
(1 , 1) for now 
StartLoc=cei l (space*rand(ndrones , 2)); % Latin hypercube to sample area 
DroneH=max(max( l and))*ones(ndrones ,1 ); 
Destination=StartLoc; % Destination is where each drone is currently headed 
Drone I=StartLoc- DroneLoc; % Track their path for inertia calculation 
I s i t There=zeros(ndrones ,1 ); % Values will switch to 1 if drone is at it 's 
destination 

%% Initial Paths 

path=zeros(2*space , 2*ndrones); 
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f o r j = l:ndrones 
x=l inspace(DroneLoc(j , 1),StartLoc(j , 1),500); 
y=l inspace(DroneLoc(j , 2) , StartLoc(j , 2) , 500); 
x =round(x) ; y=round(y) ; 

f o r i =l : l ength(x) -1 
if x(i+l ) == x(i) & y(i +l ) y (i) 

x(i) =-1 ; 
y(i) =-1 ; 

end 
end 
x(x==-1 ) =[ ] ; y(y==-1 ) =[ ] ; 

path( l : l ength(x) , 2*j -1 :2*j) =[ x ' y ' ] ; 
end 

%% Misc initializing 
Known=le3*ones(space); %initialized as really high value AKA unknown 
x=l :space; y=l :space; %for indexing 
t =0; %initialize time at t=0 in minutes 
waterco l or=[ 0.6 0.8 1 ] ; 
I nterest =c0*ones(space) +rand(space)*c0/ 10; %high interest areas are more 
urgent to explore with noise 
% Interest is initiated at 1 for everywhere 
Edge=zeros(space); 
% K=l/9*ones(3,3); %Kernal for blur filtering (Missing information 
extrapolation) 
I teration=l ; 
sfound=zeros(space); % survivors found by a drone 
stotal=zeros(space); % total survivors 
Survivors=50; 

s l oc=l oad( 'SurvivorLoc2.txt' ); 

f o r i =l :Survivors 
sheight(i) =land(s l oc(i , 2) , s l oc(i ,1 )); 
stotal (s l oc(i , 2),s l oc(i ,l )) =l ; 

end 

%% Constant placement (comment out when done) 
% sloe=[ 66 4 
% 68 76 
% 75 40 
% 66 18 
% 71 4 
% 28 5 
% 70 32 
% 44 39 
% 19 49 
% 45 65 J; 

f o r i =l :Survivors 
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sheight(i)=land(sloc(i,l),sloc(i,2)); 
stotal( s l oc(i , 2) , s l oc(i ,l))=l; 

end 
%% 

%% Objective Function Initialization 
EdgePercent=0 ; 
EdgeAcc=l 00 ; 
SurvivorPerc=0; 
SurvivorTime=zeros(Survivors , 2); 
SurvivorTime(:,l)=[l: Survivors ] ; 
Actua lEdge=zeros(space); 

% v = VideoWriter('FullSim.avi'); 
% v.FrameRate = 15 
% open(v) 

%% Call the Flood Function 
whil e Iteration< 1200 % While at least some land is above the water 

WaterHeight=flood(t); % Update flood height 

%% Plot flood progress 
fl=figure (1) ; 

TimeUpdate = [num2str (round (t)) ' minutes elapsed' ] ; 
set (fl, ' Position' , [ 300 1 00 11 00 900 ] ) 
subp l ot(2 , 2 ,1) 
l=surf(x , y ,land); hold on ; 
w=surf(x , y , WaterHeight); 
set (1, 'FaceColor' , [ 0 0. 7 0. 3 ] , 'EdgeColor' , [ 0 0. 4 0 ] , 'EdgeAlpha' , 0. 5) 
set(w , 'EdgeColor' , waterco l or , 'FaceAlpha' , 0.6 , 'FaceColor' , [0.4 0.8 1 ] ) 
axis([l space 1 space min(min(land)) max(max(land))+500 ] ) 
title(TimeUpdate, 'fontsize' ,1 6) 
view( - 37.5 , 30) 
axis off 

%% Find land height above water 

HOW=land-WaterHeight; %Height of the land above the water 
HOW(HOW < 0) = 0; % If it is underwater, value to 0 

subp l ot(2 , 2 , 2) 
% fill ( [1 1 space space], [1 space space 1] , watercolor) 

contour(HOW , [ 0 0. 1:max(max( land))/(contourlayers -1) :max(max(land)) ] ) 
Actua lEdge=zeros(space); 
Actua lEdge(find(HOW < 1 & HOW ~=0)) =1; 
hold on 
colormap([0 0.4 0; 0 0.6 0; 0 0.8 0; 0 1 OJ ) 

% Contour plot is made using variable 'contourlayers' # of layers 

%% Update drones locations 
% Based on their max velocity and destination 
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[DroneLoc path ] =PositionUpdate(DroneLoc , Destination , path); 

f o r i =l :ndrones 
xdn=Destination(i ,1 ) - DroneLoc(i ,1 ); 
ydn=Destination(i,2) - DroneLoc(i , 2); 
% Check if the drone just reached it's destination 
if xdn == 0 & ydn == 0 

I s i t There(i) =l ; 
end 

end 

%% Plot drones current location and destinations 

subp l ot(2 , 2 ,1 ) 
p l ot3 (DroneLoc (:, 2) , DroneLoc (: , 1 ) , DroneH, 'r*' ) 
ho l d off 

subp l ot(2 , 2 , 2) 
p l ot (DroneLoc (: , 2) , DroneLoc (: , 1 ) , 'r*' ) 
p l ot (DroneLoc (: , 2) , DroneLoc (: , 1 ) , 'o' , 'markersize' , 70 , 'markeredgecolor' , [ 1 

o. 95 o. 95 J ) 

p l ot(Destination(: , 2) , Destination(: ,1 ) , 'ro' ) 
subp l ot(2 , 2 , 2) 
p l ot ( s l oe (: , 1 ) , s l oe (: , 2) , 'ms' ) 
ho l d off 

%% Update known map 

f o r i =l :ndrones 
newfind=sum(sum(sfound)); 
xu=max(DroneLoc(i, l ) +DroneVision ,1 ); xu=min(xu , space); % The four sides 

to the vision box 
x l=max(DroneLoc(i ,1 ) - DroneVision ,1 ) ; x l=min(xl, space); 
yu=max(DroneLoc(i , 2) +DroneVision ,1 ) ; yu=min(yu , space); 
y l=max(DroneLoc(i , 2) - DroneVision ,1 ); y l=min(yl, space); 
Known(x l :xu , y l :yu) =HOW(x l :xu , y l :yu); 
Edge(x l :xu , y l :yu) =HOW(x l :xu , y l :yu) > 0 & HOW(x l :xu , y l :yu) < 1 ; 
I nterest(x l :xu , y l :yu) =0; 
if HOW(DroneLoc(i ,1 ) , DroneLoc(i , 2)) > 0 %aka not over water 

sfound(x l :xu , y l :yu) =stotal (x l :xu , y l :yu); 
end 

if sum(sum(sfound)) > new f ind 
SurvivorTime(newf ind+l, 2) =I teration; 

end 
end 

[xe , ye ] =find(Edge > 0); 
[xs , ys ] =f ind(sfound > 0); 
Survivors Found=length(xs); 
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nedge=length(xe); 

subp l ot(2 , 2 , 4) 
contour(Known , ( 0 0. 1 :max(max( l and))/(contour l ayers -l ) :max(max( l and)) ] ) 
co l ormap( [ 0 0.4 l ; 0 0.2 0; 0 0.4 0; 0 0.6 0; 0 0.8 0; 0 l 0; 0.95 0.95 

o. 95 J ) 

grid on 
ho l d on 
p l ot (ys , xs , ' ms ' ) 
axis( [l space l space ] ); 
ho l d off 

f o r i =l :nedge 
if l and(xe(i) , ye(i)) - WaterHeight(xe(i) , ye(i)) < - 5 

Edge(xe(i) , ye(i)) =0; 
xe(i) =0; 
ye(i) =0; 

end 
end 

xe(xe== 0) =[ ] ; 
ye(ye== 0) =[ ] ; 

nfr=space/focusregions; %number of focus regions 
si= zeros(n f r); 

f o r i =l :n f r %Calculate Summed Interest Sections for plot 
f o r j =l :nfr 

si(i , j) =mean(mean( I nterest((i 
l )*space/focusregions+l :i*space/focusregions , (j 
l )*space/focusregions+l :j*space/ f ocusregions))); 

end 
end 

z =subp l ot(2 , 2 , 3); 
p l ot(ye , xe , ' b* ' , ys , xs , ' ms ' ) %,KnownHillLoc(l,1),KnownHillLoc(2,1), 'rx') 
surf(si/max(max(si))); 
co l ormap(z , jet) 

axis( [l nfr 1 nfr 0 1 ] ); 

%% Determine next location for drones at destination 

f o r i =l :ndrones 
if I s i t There(i) == 1 % This drone needs a new destination 

[Destination (i , :) Drone r (i , :) path (: , 2*i -
1 :2*i) ] =NextDestination(DroneLoc(i , :) ,Interest , Drone I (i , :) , Destination); 

I s i t There(i) =0; % Reset it back to 0 
end 

end 

%% Check Edge Accuracy 
edgecount=sum(sum(Edge)); 
[ex ey ] = find(Edge>0); 
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accuracycount=0 ; 
skipped=0; 
sa=2; %Size of search are to declare an accurate edge 

f o r p =l :edgecount 
if ex(p) < 3 I ey(p) < 3 I ex(p) > space - 3 I ey(p) > space - 3 

skipped=skipped+l ; 
continue 

end 

if sum(sum(Actua l Edge(ex(p) - sa:ex(p) +sa , ey(p) - sa:ey(p) +sa))) > 1 
accuracycount=accuracycount+l ; 

end 
end 

EdgeAccuracy( I teration) =accuracycount / (edgecount - skipped); 
EdgePercent( I teration) =edgecount / sum(sum(Actua l Edge)); 

%% Update Time and Interest 

t =t +timestep; 
deadzones =Known==0; 
I nterest = I nterest + c; 
I nterest(deadzones(:)) =0; 

% 
% figure(2) 
% if rem(Iteration ,10) == 10 %active every 10 iterations 
% deadzones=conv2(double(deadzones),K, 'same'); 
% end 
% surf(deadzones) 

% 
% subplot(2 ,2,1) 
% title( 'An Overview of the Simulation ', 'fontsize',16) 
% xlabel( 'Distance (decameters) ') 
% ylabel( 'Distance (decameters) ') 
% zlabel( 'Height (decameters) ') 
% subplot(2 ,2,2) 
% title( 'An Aerial Top View of the Simulation ', 'fontsize',16) 
% 12=legend('Land Height ', 'Drone Location ', 'Communication Range ', 'Drone 
Destination ', 'Survivors'); 
% set (12 , 'Location', 'northeast') ; 
% xlabel( 'Distance (decameters) ') 
% ylabel( 'Distance (decameters) ') 
% subplot(2 ,2,4) 
% title( 'Edges/Survivors Found ', 'fontsize',16) 
% xlabel( 'Distance (decameters) ') 
% ylabel( 'Distance (decameters) ') 
% 14=legend('Edges Found ', 'Survivors Found '); 
% subplot(2 ,2,3) 
% title( 'Known Information ', 'fontsize',16) 
~ Yl;ah,=,l l 'nic:t-;anrP /rl,=,r;amPt-Pr.c:\ ') 
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% ylabel('Distance (decameters) ') 
% legend('Land Height') 

% if Iteration< 300 & Iteration> 100 
% M=getframe(gcf); 
% writeVideo(v,M) 
% end 

pause (0. 0 1) 
Iteration=Iteration+l; 

end 

%% Result Plots 
% Survivor Percentage 
nfound=sum(sum(sfound)); 
SurvivorPerc=nfound/Survivors ; 
figure(3) 

plot ( [ 0 Iteration ] , [Survivors Survivors ] , 'r-' ) ; 
hold on ; 
plot ( [ 0 SurvivorTime (1, 2) ] , [ 0 OJ , ' k-' ) 
plot ( [SurvivorTime (1, 2) SurvivorTime (1, 2) ] , [ 0 1 ] , 'k-' ) 

f or i=2:nfound 
plot([SurvivorTime(i-1,2) SurvivorTime(i, 2) ] , [SurvivorTime(i-1,1) 

SurvivorTime(i-1,1) ] , 'k-' ) 
plot([SurvivorTime(i,2) SurvivorTime(i, 2) ] , [SurvivorTime(i-

1, 1): SurvivorTime (i, 1) ] , 'k-' ) 
end 

plot([max(max(SurvivorTime)) Iteration ] , [nfound nfound ] , 'k-' ) 
axis([0 Iteration 0 Survivors +0.5 ] ) 

legend( 'Total Survivors' , 'Survivors Found' , 'Location' , 'southeast' ); 
x label( 'Time (minutes)' ) y label( 'Surviviors' ); 
title( 'Survivors Found vs. Time' , 'fontsize' ,1 6) 

% Score=sum(SurvivorTime(:,2)); % Assuming all are found 
Rescues=SurvivorTime(l:find(SurvivorTime(:,2) == max(SurvivorTime(:,2))),2); 
Score = sum( Iteration - Rescues) 

% Edge Accuracy 

%% 
% close(v) 

subp l ot(2 , 2 ,1) 
title( 'An Overview of the Simulation at 261 Minutes' , 'fontsize' ,1 6) 
x label( 'Distance (hectometers)' ) 
y label( 'Distance (hectometers)' ) 
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z l abe l ( 'Height (decameters) ' ) 
subp l ot(2 , 2 , 2) 
tit l e( 'An Aerial Top View of the Simulation' , 'fontsize' ,1 6) 
l egend( 'Land Height' , 'Drone Location' , 'Communication Range' , 'Drone 
Destination' , 'Survivor Location' ) 
x l abe l ( 'Distance (hectometers)' ) 
y l abe l ( 'Distance (hectometers)' ) 
subp l ot(2 , 2 , 3) 
tit l e( 'Summed Interest Matrix' , 'fontsize' ,1 6) 
x l abe l ( 'Interest Blocks (l. 5km) ' ) 
y l abe l ( 'Interest Blocks (1.5km) ' ) 
z l abe l ( 'Normalized Interest Values' ) 
subp l ot(2 , 2 , 4) 
tit l e( 'Known Information' , 'fontsize' ,1 6) 
x l abe l ( 'Distance (hectometers)' ) 
y l abe l ( 'Distance (hectometers)' ) 
l egend( 'Land Height' , 'Survivors Found' ) 

%land generation script 
c l ear all ; c l ose all ; c l c; 

im=imread( 'PR3.png' ); 
iml=rgb2hsv(im); 
imshow (im) 
f igure(2) 
imshow (iml ( : , : , l ) ) 

f igure(3) 
hue=iml (: , : , l ) ; 
hue(hue == 0) = 0.5; 
hue(hue > 0.5) = 0.5; 
sur f (abs( l-hue)) 
R reshape(hue , 2 , 225 , 2 , 225); %Reduces matrix to a 225 from the 450 
S = sum (sum ( R, l ) , 3 ) * 0 . 2 5 ; 
Y = reshape(S , 225 , 225); 
Y=abs( l-Y) %its upside-down, so a low value is higher elevation 
high=max(max(Y)); %highest points 
l ow=min(min(Y)); %lowest points 
Fina1Geo= ((Y-low)/(high-low))*250; 

figure(4) 
surf( Fina l Geo) 
axis( [l 225 l 225 0 250 ] ) 
co l ormap jet 
% title('North-West Puerto Rico Geography', 'fontsize',20); 
x l abe l ( 'Distance (hectometers) ' , 'fontsize' , 1 6); 
y l abe l ( 'Distance (hectometers) ' , 'fontsize' , 1 6); 
z l abe l ( 'Elevation Above Sea (m) ' , 'fontsize' ,1 6); 
view (- 45 , 80) ; 

% n=5; 
% data=[l 2 4 2 l 
% l 3 6 3 l 
% l 4 9 4 l 
% l 3 6 3 l 
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% 1 2 4 2 1 
% l ; 
% d=[l:n]; 
% x=[d;d;d;d;d] 
% y=[d' d' d' d' d'] 
% 
% fo=fit([x(:) y(:)],data(:),'poly44'); 
% 
% for i=l:100 
% for j=l:100 
% map(i,j)=fo(i/20,j/20); 
% end 
% end 
% 
% 
% figure (1) 
% surf(map) 
% hold on; 
% plot3(x.*20, y.*20, data,'ro') 

fun c ti on [NextLoc, Inertia, path] = 
NextDestination(Loc,Interest,Inertia,Destination) 

% This function reassigns a destination for a single drone at a time 

% Loe - [x y] coords of drone 
% Interest - The global matrix of areas of interest 
% Inertia - [x y] coords of last move - direction and inernia can be 
% caluclated from this information 
% Destination - The destinations of all drones to avoid redundency of 
% locations 

g l obal focusregions space k Dmin Dmax 

[x y]=size(Interest); 
nfr=space / focusregions; %number of focus regions 
summedinterest=zeros(nfr); 

f o r i=l:nfr 
f o r j=l:nfr 

summedinterest(i,j)=mean(mean(Interest((i-
1) *x / focus regions+ 1: i *x / focus regions, ( j-
1) *x / focusregions+ 1: j *x / focusregions))); 

end 
end 

s=focusregions; % Size of each evaluation sqaure in decameters 
smid=floor(s / 2); %distance from edge to middle of each focus region 

% subplot(2,2,4) 
% surf(summedinterest/max(max(summedinterest))) 
% axis([O focusregions O focusregions O 1.5]) 
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% sorted=summedinterest(:); sorted=sort(sorted); 
% threshhold=sorted(0.9*focusregionsA2); %Sets evaluation threshhold to top 
10 % 
% 
% % sorted 
% % summedinteresti 
% % threshhold 
% 
% [ixall iyall]=find(summedinterest >= threshhold); % Evaluates the top 10 % 

%% Find distances from current UAV 

% for i=l:length(ixall) 
% d(i)=sqrt(((ixall(i)-l)*s+smid-Loc(l))A2+((iyall(i)-l)*s+smid-
Loc (2)) A2); 
% end 

% dum2=0; %dummy variable 
check=l ; 

while (1 ) %keeps running until a location is found that is not already a 
destination 

I ntVal=zeros(nfr); 
f o r i =l :nfr 

f or j =l :n f r 
I ntVa l (i , j) =summedinterest(i , j)/max(((sqrt((Loc( l ) - ((i -

1 ) *s +smid)) A2 + (Loe (2) - ( (j -1 ) *s +smid)) A2)) Ak) , 0.5); 
end 

end 

% figure(2) 
% surf(summedinterest) 

% best=min(find(IntVal == max(max(IntVal)))) 
[bestx besty ] = ( f ind( I ntVa l == max(max( I ntVa l )))); 
n=cei l (rand* l ength(bestx)); 
besty=besty(n); 
bestx=bestx(n); 

ix= (bestx-l )*s +f l oor(rand*s); % Scales the focus region index to real
world coords 

iy= (besty-l )*s+floor(rand*s); 

%% Check if any drones are already headed to that area 
dum=O; %dummy variable 

d =sqrt((ix- Loc( l ))A2 + (iy- Loc(2))A2); %distance of move 
if d < Dmin* l O 

summedinterest(bestx,besty) =O; %not an option, too close. reset 
dum=l ; 

% display('Too Close') 
elseif d > Dmax* l O 

summedinterest(bestx , besty) =O; %not an option, too close. reset 
dum=l; 
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% display ('Too Far') 
end 

f o r i =l : l ength(Destination) %check for other destinations 
d2 =sqrt((ix- Destination(i ,l ))A2 + (iy- Destination(i , 2))A2); 
if d2 < 2*s 

sumrnedinterest(bestx , besty) =0; %not an option, too close. reset 
dum=l ; 

% display('Already Taken') 
break 

end 
end 

if dum== 0 % If the variable remains unchanged it is a unique destination 
break 

end 

if max (max (sumrnedinterest)) 0 
error ( ' Broken ' ) 

end 

check=check+l ; 

if check == 200 
disp l ay ( ' 200 ' ) 

end 

if check == 100 
disp l ay ( ' 100 ' ) 

end 

if check> 300 
I ntVa l (bestx , besty) 
I ntVa l 
error( ' you done messed up ' ) 

end 
end 

%% 

NextLoc=[ max(ix ,1 ) max(iy ,1 ) ] ; 
I nertia = [ ix- Loc( l ) iy- Loc(2) ] ; 

x=l inspace(Loc( l ) , NextLoc( l ) , 500); y=l inspace(Loc(2) , NextLoc(2) , 500); 
x =round(x); y=round(y); 

f o r i =l : l ength(x) -1 
if x(i+l ) == x(i) & y(i +l ) y (i) 

x(i) =-1 ; 
y(i) =-1 ; 

end 
end 
x(x==-1 ) =[ ] ; y(y==-1 ) =[ ] ; 
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path=[ x ' y ' ] ; 

while l ength(path) < 2*space 
path=[ path; 0 OJ ; 

end 

fun c ti on [DroneLoc path ] =PositionUpdate(DroneLoc,Destination,path) 

f o r i =l: l ength(DroneLoc) 
DroneLoc(i , :) =path(l , 2*i - l:2*i); 

end 

path (l, : ) = [ l ; 
path=[ path; zeros(l , 2* l ength(DroneLoc)) ] ; 
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